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Pricing financial instruments is central to modern Finance, and a heavy reliance on the use of 
:\Iathematical techniques has been used to price particularly the more exotic style and over-the-
counter derivatives. There has been movement away from the traditional geometric Brownian 
motion models, for two main reasons: volatility is not constant, and price processes exhibit 
jumps. An additional aspect of modelling that has become quite important is the use of ::\lonte 
Carlo techniques, and these require simulation from the sample paths of asset price processes, 
as do options which have a (possibly complex) path dependence. 
This dissertation focuses on a Levy process driven framework for the pricing of financial instru-
ments. The main focus of this dissertation is not, however, to price these instruments; the main 
focus is simulation based. Simulation is a key issue under ::\Ionte Carlo pricing and risk-neutral 
valuation - it is the first step towards pricing and therefore must be done accurately and with 
care. This dissertation looks at different kinds of Levy processes and the various approaches one 
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Modelling beyond Brownian Motion 
1.1 Introduction 
In recent years, mathematics has enjoyed considerable success in applying itself to the vast and 
complex world of financial modelling. It is a relatively young field, but has quickly become one 
with a high level of actively researched topics and ideas. Using quantitative techniques for the 
pricing of assets through the modelling of their price movements is, these days, common practice 
throughout the derivatives market. A careful and consistent pricing framework is required so 
that buyers and sellers of these instruments are not exposed to arbitrage. l\Iarkets, generally 
speaking, are assumed to be arbitrage-free. However, this is not a claim which is easy to verify. 
Put into weaker form, it states that arbitrage opportunities evanesce as arbitrageurs exploit 
mispricings to make profits. Their exploitations affect supply and demand which in turn affects 
the price, causing it to move towards an equilibrium price, in line with arbitrage pricing theory 
(APT). 
Today, a substantial amount of research has gone into models of asset dynamics - these in-
clude stock prices and interest or exchange rates. The use of stochastic processes for financial 
modelling has a significant history: Random walks, diffusions or - as they are more commonly 
known - Brownian motions (with drift) were initially proposed by Bachelier in 1900 in arith-
metic form as a model for stocks on the Paris Bourse. These, however, received little to no 
significant attention until the 1960's. One problem with Bachelier's model was that it accom-
modated negative asset prices. It was only 60 or so years later that the idea of using a geometric 
Brownian motion was introduced by Paul Samuelson [73] in 1965. This was a forerunner to the 
the ground-breaking 1973 paper by Black and Scholes [15] which gave the market a formula still 
widely used in current markets, albeit with a lot more skepticism - the Black-Scholes formula. 
Brownian motion is not the only process which can be used in a context of financial modelling. 
The inherent properties of a Brownian motion can also be found in a more general class of pro-
cesses. These are known as Levy processes, named after the French mathematician Paul Levy. 
By studying their properties, ways and means of simulating from their associated distributions 
can be developed. This means that they can be incorporated into derivative pricing models. 
Levy processes were introduced in this context as a model for cotton prices by .:\Iandelbrot [60] 
in 1963. 
The popularity of the cornerstone of modern finance, the Black-Scholes model is due, in part, to 
its provision of simple, closed form solutions for arbitrage-free prices of vanilla puts and calls. 
It has been shown to be consistent with binomial tree option pricing [46, 58]: As the number of 
time steps in a binomial tree pricing scheme is increased arbitrarily over a finite time horizon, the 











formula. Since the underlying theory is based on an assumption that asset returns1 are normally 
distributed, simulation of the underlying asset dynamics is straightforward. The substantial lit-
erature on efficient simulation techniques of Gaussian random variables ([17, 27, 64] for example) 
makes the task of pricing instruments with complex, path-dependent, payoff structures (exotic 
options) much more tractable. The advent of l\Ionte Carlo and Quasi-:\Ionte Carlo pricing tech-
niques assist in this regard. In reality, these days, prices for vanilla puts and calls are quoted 
by the market. This means that they are not really "derivatives" anymore, since derivatives are 
defined as instruments which derive their price from some underlying asset, and that 'fair' price 
is determined by some form of arbitrage argument. What has happened instead is that vanilla 
options have become primary instruments on markets (not all that different from their equity 
counterparts) - their prices are not determined by ar bi trage arguments. This is not to say that 
the notion of arbitrage in the prices has been defenestrated, because arbitrage arguments work 
both ways. A large trading activity in stock options, would incur price movements of that option 
and should be partially responsible for associated price movements in the underlying asset in 
order to eliminate induced arbitrage opportunities. 
Even these days, market models are still dominated by those with a strong dependence on the 
Black-Scholes-~Ierton framework. Variations of these models include those which accommodate 
stochastic volatility (Hull & White, 1987 [47]; Dupire, 1994 [28] for example) or non-constant 
interest rates and models of the bond market (Vasicek, 1977 [81] ; HEI 1992 models [43]; 
:\Iusiela-Rutkowski, 1997 [69] for example). The option of considering things from a different 
perspective altogether has only very recently become popular. This approach, out of criticism for 
the assumptions of the Black-Scholes model and its results, suggests that an alternate framework 
is required. The very need for these 'extension' models mentioned above stems from a subtle 
acknowledgement that the Black-Scholes model is unable to explain certain crucial features of 
asset returns. One aim of these models is to introduce greater flexibility into the model through 
an increase of the number of parameters. The issues raised by cynicism regarding this seminal 
model are worth further investigation. 
1.2 Empirical properties of asset returns 
A crucial assumption of the Black-Scholes model is that underlying asset log-returns (at matu-
rity) are normally distributed [15, 46]. Modelling this imposes two requirements: stock volatility 
must be constant and price (sample) paths must be continuous. A violation of one of these con-
ditions is an indication of departure from normality in the log-return distribution. There is a 
growing body of documented evidence treating the claim of normally distributed log-returns 
with suspicion, dating as far back as 1965, to a paper by Fama [33]. Other sources include 
:\Iadan (1999) [58], Geman, "Madan & Yor (1998) [38] and Geman (2002) [37]. Generally, today, 
this assumption is refuted - simple estimation of any arbitrary assets return distribution will 
readily suggest this. A brief synopsis of empirically observed evidence of asset return charac-
teristics may help to motivate an alternative approach of modelling asset returns through Levy 
processes. These are taken from a discussion in Cont & Tankov [25]: 
1. Heavy tails: Actual share returns appear to have greater probabilities associated with 
larger movements, having an unlikely associated probability under the normal distribution. 
This heavy tail phenomenon is particularly pronounced for high frequency returns and 
short term data [58]. The tail behaviour of asset returns has been studied by certain 












example) and as mentioned in [25] the empirical findings seem to be that stocks, market 
indices and exchange rates appear to have tails which have an index of between 2 and 5. 
There is a class of Levy processes known as a-stable processes and these have a tail index 
a E (0,2). These authors conclude that tails are observed to be generally lighter than the 
tails of a-stable Levy processes and that they have finite variance. The Cauchy distribution 
(associated with a Levy process in the class of general hyperbolic (GH) Levy processes) 
has infinite variance while the variance-gamma or normal inverse Gaussian models have 
infinite tail index. These properties weaken arguments for their use as effective models 
in this case. On the other hand the Student-t distribution, it can be shown, gives rise to 
a GH Levy process which may be a better process to use, as it has finite tail index and 
variance [25]. 
2. Gain/loss asymmetry (skewness): For equity data, large negative returns - it is 
argued - are more likely than their positive counterparts which translates into a fatter 
left tail. This effect appears to be less pronounced in exchange rate data - there is more 
of a symmetry in the tails as larger negative movements are as likely as large positive 
movements. This implies that the tails of the distribution are more or less equally fat. 
As with heavy tails, the effect is more pronounced for high frequency returns in the short 
term. 
3. Absence of autocorrelations: Linear autocorrelations are often insignificant, unless 
one is dealing specifically with small intraday returns (of the order of 20 minutes). Here 
there are probably some microstructure effects which come into play. 
4. Aggregational normality: As the time scale for the calculations of returns is increased, 
their distribution appears to tend towards a normal distribution. 
5. Volatility clustering: Large price changes appear to be followed by large price changes, 
while small price changes tend to follow on from small price changes. This is quantitatively 
manifested by noting that returns, r(t), are uncorrelated, but their squares, Ir(tW, display 
a slowly decreasing, positive and significant autocorrelation function. This motivated the 
use of GARCH modelling for time-series of returns. 
6. Conditional heavy tails: Even after correcting for volatility clustering using GARCH 
or somesuch, the residual time series still appears to exhibit heavy tails. The tails appear 
to be less heavy than the unconditional tail distribution of the returns. 
7. Slow decay of autocorrelation in absolute returns: The squared returns' autocor-
relation/time lag function appears to decay slowly, as some sort of power law. This can 
sometimes be interpreted as a sign of long-range volatility dependence. 
8. "Leverage" effect: As a company's equity value declines its leverage increases and the 
asset becomes more of a risky investment - hence the volatility increases. On the other 
hand, as the company's equity value increases, then its leverage decreases and so does the 
associated volatility. The negative correlation between returns of an asset and its volatility 
is termed the 'leverage effect' and is one way to account for the non-constancy of equity 
volatility [46]. Heuristically, the proposal of constant volatility is a bit far-fetched and 
idealistic. In reality, price movements affect the overall confidence of the market: Falling 
stock prices feed back into the market as a fear that they will continue to fall which 
increases underlying volatility. When prices rise, the expectation that they are on a 'good 











9. Volume/volatility correlation: There seems to exist a positive correlation between this 
(and other measures of market activity) with all measures of volatility. 
10. Asymmetry of time scales: So called "coarse-grained" measures of volatility predict 
fine-scale volatility much better than the other way around. 
11. Self-similarity of asset returns: Whether asset returns are self-similar or not is also 
a point worth considering. The reason for this is that Brownian motions are self-similar 
- a property allowing the same model to be used for options across different maturities, 
or different time-scales. Self-similar Levy processes include Brownian motions2 and the so 
called stable processes (with index of stability, a) [25]. Rejecting self-similarity means the 
use of an a-stable Levy process for modelling log-returns must be rejected, thus forfeiting 
the associated 'time-horizon flexibility' property. It is perhaps best argued that asset 
returns are not strictly self-similar - their distributional properties (variance, kurtosis, 
skewness amongst others) change as the time interval, ~, used in the calculation of asset 
returns, changes. Studies, mentioned in [25], (Akgiray & Booth [5] (1988); Blattberg & 
Gonedes (1974) [16]), show that the value of a seems to increase as the time horizon 
increases. This may also impact the choice of Levy process used for modelling. 
Disagreement and subjective views on which of the above properties are most important will 
influence the construction of an asset return model. Levy processes are not able to account for, 
or explain away, all of the above observed phenomena, but they do seem to naturally incorporate 
more of these properties into their modelling than straightforward geometric Brownian motions. 
Certain Levy processes are able to explain specific properties better than others, motivating the 
use of different Levy processes depending on the task at hand. 
1.3 Problems with the Black-Scholes framework 
Today, the implications of many of these empirical and statistical findings manifest themselves 
in what has become known worldwide as the implied volatility smile or skew. Generally the word 
'·smile" is used to refer to the curvature of the volatility/strike function while "skew" refers to 
its slope. It exists as a testament to the fact that output from the formula of Black and Scholes 
requires modification. The smile became the new best friend of traders and fund managers after 
the fabled Wall Street crash of 1987 - particularly for equity options. The smile is particularly 
well known and used in foreign exchange options markets and equity options markets, although 
the smile typically exhibits different shapes in the different markets [46]. 
In addition to this, because vanilla instruments are primary instruments, under the Black-Scholes 
framework traders and quants have to get used to extensively working with, a quantity dubiously 
defined as the implied volatility - which actually has nothing to do with the traditional meanings 
of the word 'volatility'. It is simply the value for a that must be shoved into the Black-Scholes 
formula in order to obtain the correct, quoted option price. Pricing vanilla options is no longer 
an issue, however the pricing of exotic options is generally of interest. This has to happen in a 
manner consistent with the the pricing of primary instruments, so as to protect against arbitrage. 
Herein lies the extreme importance of the use of the market volatility smile. There are many 
(some good, some bad) calibration models in the literature (see [22] or [83] for example) which 
fit the skew to market data, but the primary reason behind the existence of a skew is because 
the Black-Scholes model is not perfect. 











Generally, the lognormal claim is refuted: The market does not believe that asset log-returns3 
are normally distributed. The assumption, either, that discontinuities are present in price paths 
or that volatility is not constant invalidates the lognormal assumption. A remarkable theorem 
due to Breeden & Litzenberger (1976) [18] allows one to determine the relationship between 
the empirical return distribution and the volatility skew: if the return distribution is indeed 
lognormal, then volatility is a constant (as expected). However, if the implied distribution has 
fatter tails than the lognormal density, this translates into a higher volatility - on either side 
- than that of the (constant) lognormal implied volatility. The volatility will be shaped like 
a smile, hence the name. A thinner right hand tail implies that the volatility in that region 
is lower than the lognormal implied volatility, also producing a smile shape (perhaps more of 
a smirk). One motive for using Levy processes, in general, claimed in :'Iadan (1999) is that 
it is intentionally possible to flatten the smile by use of a suitable Levy process (in their case, 
a Variance-Gamma process) [58]. So for a given skew, it is possible to back out an implied 
risk-neutral distribution allowing risk-neutral valuation or pricing to take place. 
A further potential pitfall of working in the Black-Scholes world is that the underlying stochastic 
process used for modelling is based on a (continuous) Brownian motion or random walk[15]. 
As a mathematical entity, Brownian motion has some remarkably awkward properties, which 
are perhaps not all that ideal for modelling asset prices or returns. Brownian motions, by 
definition and construction, have continuous sample paths (see Hunt & Kennedy [48], Sato [74] 
for example). This is a limitation which has the effect of discarding (with negligent probability) 
large price movements - or jumps. Any model based on a Brownian motion (whether arithmetic 
or geometric) will therefore lack the ability to explain any 'jumps' present in asset price processes. 
Jumps are empirically present in arbitrary asset returns, and should therefore be incorporated 
into any kind of model aiming to model asset returns properly [25, 79]. One way to achieve 
this is through the use of Levy processes. As already mentioned, Brownian motion (with drift), 
is a Levy process and is the only such process which is continuous[37]. Arguing against using 
continuous price processes can be more subtly motivated by noting that the inability to trade 
continuously should have a de facto correspondence to the claim that price processes and their 
movements are not entirely of a continuous nature [37]. 
:"Iodelling with a continuous diffusion process implies that information arrives all the time (at 
a continuous rate) and that the asset price adjusts accordingly, under the theory of Efficient 
:"Iarkets. Intuitively, there is reason enough to cast doubt on this claim. Buyers and sellers 
interact in the market in a random fashion themselves - busy patches and quiet patches are not 
uncommmon along with block trades and other things. An inherent stochasticity on event times 
is implied by these occurrences - perhaps modelled by the exponential (or gamma distributions) 
due to their conventional use for modelling inter-arrival times. Their use was initially motivated 
because of the "lack of memory property" which is exhibited by the exponential distribution. The 
same is true for the arrival of new (and exciting, price-adjustable) information. The restriction 
of continuous time modelling can be circumnavigated by using an alternate Levy process. 
Sample paths of Brownian motions suffer from being of infinite variation on any bounded interval: 
A Brownian motion starting at 0, will cross the x-axis infinitely often - on any bounded interval 
[0, u] where u > O. Before the variation of a Brownian motion becomes finite, the absolute 
changes must first be squared before they are added. Thus, a Brownian motion has finite 
quadratic variation but infinite variation. Specific asset prices (such as equity indices), it is 
motivated, are better represented by finite variation processes [37]. 
3 continuously compounded returns are widely used, and are defined as Tt(t» = In(Pt+~/Ptl. Thus, claiming 











In generaL markets are assumed to be incomplete. If markets were complete, it would be 
possible to replicate every contingent claim by a self-financing portfolio. This reduces the need 
for derivatives entirely [25]. The primary motivation for using continuous processes to represent 
price movements did not stem from a desire for accuracy, but rather because of a dynamic 
hedging argument, which was valid in that context, but essentially made options redundant 
instruments [38]. Geman, ::\Iadan and Yor (2002) claim in [38] that the use of discontinous 
processes implies options are no longer replicable by simple trading in the stock and money 
market accounts (as in the Black, Scholes and :l\Ierton framework). In addition to this, with 
discontinuous paths they obtained greater accuracy. Here, options are seen as market completing 
assets having a worthwhile role to play. The options themselves are useful in hedging jump risks, 
while the option prices constitute a rich source of information which can be employed in the 
design of optimal risk measures. 
1.4 Using Levy processes 
The use of the geometric Brownian motion model for modelling asset prices can be argued 
economically: The time series process of an assets price return series should be stationary, and 
any shocks which occur should be independent. The central limit theorem then suggests that 
these returns should be normally distributed, hence the use of the geometric Brownian motion 
modeL This modeL however, does not work well, so one approach to finding a better model is 
then to weaken a non-economic requirement, such as that of path-continuity. The implication is 
that models based on Levy processes must be used. The definition of a Levy process is similar 
to that of a Brownian motion (with drift), with the exception that the condition of pathwise 
continuity is weakened to that of continuity in probability. That is: a Levy process is a process 
with stationary independent increments such that Xs ---+ X t in probability whenever s r t. It 
can be shown that the only continuous Levy processes are Brownian motions [25]. A formal 
definition is given in Chapter 2. There are many different types of Levy processes defined 
through the literature and these will be further investigated in Chapter 3. 
A class of statistical distributions important in the theory of Levy processes is the class of 
infinitely divisible distributions. This is because there is a remarkable relationship between 
Levy processes and infinitely divisible distributions: For every infinitely divisible distribution, 
there is an associated Levy process. Also, an infinitely divisible random variable can be thought 
of as a sum of a large number of independent and identically distributed shocks. These concepts 
will be unpacked more quantitatively in the subsequent chapters, but for now it should suffice to 
have a very basic grasp of what a Levy process is and how these more generally extend beyond 
Brownian motions. The following properties of Levy processes strengthen arguments for their 
use in the world of financial modelling [37]: 
• They are consistent with the assumption of no arbitrage. 
• They provide infinitely divisible distributions, which provides a means to express price 
changes as resulting from a great number of shocks to the economy. 
• In order to have finite variation Levy processes (which is possible), the diffusion component 
of a Levy process must be zero and the process must be a pure jump Levy process (in 
contrast to a jump-diffusion Levy process) 
Csing a framework built on Levy processes yields models that are more flexible than the standard 
geometric Brownian motion models. It is worth mentioning that with an increase in flexibility 










to' 'fit' abserved data, the mare flexible ane has to' make it. There is an inverse relatianship 
between abserved data and underlying structure af a madel. "Cltimately thaugh, a feature af 
the pricing madel used, is that it shauld have a 'backbane' ar same feet to' stand an, So' that it 
can actually be af practical use. Striking the balance between naive madels and useless madels 
must be carefully cansidered. Even thaugh a madel may be perfectly able to' match abserved 
data, it may (through aver-fitting for example) produce spuriaus and unreliable results - af nO' 
particular use to' anyane. 
There are a few different fundamental Levy pracesses which can be (and are) used to' madel asset 
returns. All have their awn unique properties and differences, but key to' financial madelling is 
that they are able to' back aut prices for financial derivatives. Pricing generally daes nat happen 
through the same simple Black-Schales clased farm integral salutian - ather techniques are re-
quired. One approach [21] invalves using an inverse Faurier transform an an analytic expressian 
far the Faurier transform af the aptian ar its time value - the expressian is derived in [21]. :\Iare 
elaborate :\Iante Carla techniques are alsO' well suited to' this problem and are widely used. Thus, 
a greater reliance an efficient numerical techniques is required and approximatians far simula-
tians and pricing became important. Fartunately, in many cases Levy pracesses have tractable 
characteristic functians - a gaad starting paint. There are twa major types af Levy processes: 
Jump-Diffusian processes and Infinite Activity processes. These results are summarised in Ta-
ble 1.1. But the essential difference is philasaphical: In Jump-Diffusian madels the diffusian 
camp anent accaunts far high activity in the price process while the jump campanent is used to' 
accaunt far rare and extreme price mavements. Infinite Activity pracesses, an the ather hand, 
unify these twa ideas: high activity is accaunted for by an infinite number af small jumps, and 
the frequency af larger jumps is smaller than the frequency af small jumps - as a requirement. 
The expected number af jumps in a given interval per unit time is specified thraugh a quantity 
called the Levy measure. Althaugh these madels share the infinite amaunt af small mavements, 
it is nat necessarily the case that the tatal variatian af the process an any baunded interval will 
be infinite, as it is with the Jump-Diffusian madels. The variance-gamma process is an example 
af this - it is an infinite activity process with finite variatian. 
Recent empirical studies have speculated that diffusian campanents may nat be strictly necessary 
in madelling asset prices [20]. One may be tempted to' think that jumps arrive at discrete times 
and that in between thase jump times it may suffice to' madel the pracess as a regular diffusian. 
This is known as jump-diffusian madelling, hawever these models are not v.idely used. One 
Jump-Diffusion models Infinite Activity models 
~Iust contain a Brownian camponent DO' nat necessarily contain a Brownian 
companent 
Jumps are rare events Process basically moves by jumps 
Distribution of jump sizes is known Distribution of jump sizes does not exist -
jumps arrive infinitely often 
Perform well for implied volatility smile Give realistic description of the historic 
interpalation price process 
Densities are not knawn in closed form Closed farm densities sometimes knawn 
Easy to simulate Some have representation by Brownian 
subordinatian - additional tractability 












reason for their unpopularity a choice of model is that no matter what ingredients or optional 
extras are thrown into a diffusion model (stochastic volatility, time and state dependent local 
volatility or something else) it will, with probability 1, generate (price) processes which are con-
tinuous functions of time. The presence of discontinuities in the observed price processes should 
be enough then to argue that these diffusion models will not be realistic representations [25]. 
Additionally, the very nature of volatility under the use of Levy processes is that it is stochastic 
[25]. Volatility, a term which is flung around rather loosely these days, has many confusing 
connotations, and care has to be taken in defining it and deciding which measure of volatility 
should be used. Recently, many authors have turned towards use of a model-free notion of 
quadratic variation as a measure of market volatility - the so called "realised volatility": 
N N 
vt,(T) = L Irt(~)12 = L IXt+t, - X t l 2 (1.1) 
t=l t=l 
This differs from the sample variance of returns: 
(1.2) 
The serial uncorrelation of returns has the implication that the sample variance scales linearly 
with time: a-2(~) = ~a-2(1). The "realised volatility" can be shown ([25], Chapter 8) to converge 
(in probability) to a nontrivial stochastic process ([X, X]t)tE[O,T: - the quadratic variation of X. 
If X is then a Levy process with triplet (cr2 , V, "() then the quadratic variation process is given 
by: 
[X]t = cr 2t + L I~XsI2 
O::;s::;t 
(1.3) 
Thus [X]t is a random variable - it is only deterministic if there are no jumps (when log price is 
a Brownian motion with drift). So the assumption of a Levy process which is not a Brownian 
motion means that realised volatility is always stochastic. One does not need to insert an 
additional parameter, or family of parameters, to allow for these effects. 
Levy processes offer insight into many of the features left untouched or unquestioned by the 
Black-Scholes-:'Ierton framework. Although, mathematically, they are not as simple or easy to 
use, the additional efforts required to understand them may well payoff in the long run. This 
brings forth the issue of simulation, which forms the main crux of this dissertation. Efficient 
simulation should not be underestimated, it is key to getting it right - and that is the main 
focus of this dissertation, as discussed in the next section. 
1.5 The issue of simulation and pricing 
Pricing financial instruments is a subject which lies at the very core of financial mathematics. 
Although pricing and simulation may come across as separate issues, simulation often is a pre-
cursor to pricing, particularly when closed form solutions for pricing is not available. When 
valuing financial instruments a risk-neutral framework must be used, so as to avoid arbitrage 
issues. This is known as risk-neutral valuation and the following points are worth mentioning 
in this regard: Pricing is possible because of replication in complete markets and because of 
no-arbitrage bounds in incomplete markets. A model is said to be arbitrage-free if and only if 











is said to be complete.) Since, under a risk-neutral measure, discounted prices are martingales, 
the prices of claims can be expressed as expectations. This makes it possible to price claims by 
means of a very general method known as Monte Carlo pricing. Its ability to price virtually any 
contingent claim structure makes it a very valuable and important tool in financial mathemat-
ics. Simulation from the underlying distribution of the asset is crucial to :donte Carlo pricing. 
:donte Carlo can even be used in the instance of the Black-Scholes model, where puts and calls 
can be priced by means of simulation. Certain other types of exotic options, such as asian op-
tions, lookback options and barrier options amongst others, require knowledge of the entire (or 
parts of) the asset path - this means that the entire asset path needs to be simulated. Another 
example of more recent claims which require simulation are options on realised volatility. Good 
sources of introductory reading on l\Ionte Carlo techniques include Gentle [39], Jackel [49] and 
Glasserman [40]. 
The implementation of :\Ionte Carlo pricing can only be done once a particular process has been 
chosen, under appropriate risk-neutral dynamics. This is referred to as the calibration problem: 
each process is uniquely determined by a specific set of parameters, and these parameters re-
quire estimation. Examples of parameters requiring calibration are the volatility, skewness and 
kurtosis of a chosen process. Either a transformation from observed, real world dynamics to 
risk-neutral dynamics must be used, or a method must be used to extract risk-neutral dynamics 
out of current market information. Popular ways of calibrating models include backing out an 
implied risk neutral distribution from current market derivative prices, using the result of Bree-
den & Litzenberger [18]. Implementing it in markets such as the South African one requires 
careful thought however, since a large number of quoted strike prices are typically unavailable 
in this market. This may affect the implied distribution, which has to be backed out by means 
of rigorous interpolation schemes. The implied risk-neutral distribution then allows for esti-
mation of the risk-neutral model parameters, which can be used to simulate increments of the 
risk-neutral process. A "minimal entropy least squares" is another approach considered in a 
Ph.D thesis by Peter Tankov [79]. Model calibration is a separate subject by itself, and is not 
considered further in this dissertation. 
The risk-neutral measure obtained from calibration should not be unique as in the case of the 
Black-Scholes model. This is because markets under Levy processes are not considered to be 
complete. :\Ionte Carlo pricing takes over when sample paths of the risk-neutral distribution 
can be simulated. 
1.5.1 A mathematical description of Monte Carlo methods 
:\Ionte Carlo integration techniques can be used to find the expected value of some function f(x) 
with respect to some distribution density 'l/;(x) over x E ]Rn. This can be stated mathematically 
as: 
v = lE1/!(X) [J(x)] = r f(x)0(x)dx n 
JITf.n 
(1.4) 
Assuming a method of drawing variates from the target distribution 0(x) exists, l\Ionte Carlo 
integration is carried out as follows [40, 49]: calculate (or draw) a vector Xi, and use this to 
calculate fi = f(Xi), where f denotes the payoff function. By repeating this procedure, one can 












The above process is then repeated until either a predetermined number of iterations have been 
implemented or until a specific error estimate is reached. Since the ::\Ionte Carlo estimator is 
an average of many independent, individual draws of a random variate, say V, the central limit 
theorem ensures that, for large n, each individual evaluation of the estimator itself behaves as 
a normally distributed random variable, 
,i.d ( (J) 
Vn ---+ N f-L, Vii (1.5b) 
if it is assumed that the variance of V is (J2. Thus, one appropriate measure of uncertainty that 
can be used for the estimator vn is the standard deviation of vn: 
JVar[vn ] = ~ 
v N 
(1.5c) 
In general, since the variance of V is typically unknown, it is often estimated by the variance 
of the simulation, due to the continuous mapping theorem4 [49] along with the central limit 
theorem: 
(1.5d) 
This leads to a definition of the standard error: 
(1.5e) 
From this form of the standard error one identifies the relationship between the convergence 
of a ::\Ionte Carlo process and the number of simulations. Large simulation samples are not 
uncommon with the use of pseudo-random number generators, which converge as 0(1/ Vii) 
(as outlined above) implying that superior convergence requires additional simulations. It is 
possible to achieve better convergence rates using low discrepancy sequences (or Quasi Monte-
Carlo (Q::\IC) methods. Typically convergence rates for Q::\IC simulations are much closer to 
n-1, with the theoretical best being O(l/n) and the worst being O(c(d)[ln(n)d/n]) [49]. The 
coefficient c(d), however, depends on the dimensionality which makes estimation of this upper 
bound difficult. It is thus not straightforward to determine in advance whether Q::\IC convergence 
will be quicker in higher dimensions. Other techniques aimed at improving convergence rates 
are stratified sampling, antithetic sampling and Latin Hypercube sampling. Adapting models 
to accommodate QI\IC methods for variance reduction is not as simple as in the Brownian case, 
and can easily lead to annoying and messy problems. 
As can be seen, reducing the variance in :Monte Carlo calculations is an important issue. Different 
claims generally require different variance reduction methods - for example different control 
variates must be used depending on the claim being priced. Thus, although pricing claims is 
the end goal, the concern of this thesis is not with the actual pricing, but rather with quick and 
efficient simulation of price paths. 
:\Iulti-dimensional financial problems require multi-dimensional integrals, and it is useful to give 
an indication as to what the typical dimensionality of a problem is equal to. A simple case 
considering the return of a portfolio given a multi-dimensional joint distribution for returns of 
the underlying assets for a specific time horizon would have dimensionality equal to the number 
4Given a sequence (Xn , Yn) which converges in distribution to (X, Y) and a continuous map di, then di(Xn , 11;,) 











of underlying assets in the portfolio. When evaluating the expectation of a function(al) of 
discretised asset paths for a set of financial assets over a certain number of monitoring dates, 
then the dimensionality extends to d = k ·l where k is the number of assets and l represents the 
number of time horizons (or monitoring dates). 
There are two major books in the literature on Levy processes: Schoutens [76] and Cont & 
Tankov [25] and the latter has been very valuable for this dissertation. On the subject of ;\lonte 
Carlo finance the two books which have proved valuable are Jackel [49] and Glasserman [40]. 
This dissertation focuses on providing a range of useful techniques for simulating from various 
Levy processes and to approximate those Levy processes which are difficult to simulate directly. 
Chapter 2 looks at some theoretical aspects and results pertaining to Levy processes. Chapter 
3 looks at some properties of specific Levy processes for asset price modelling. Simulation 
from specific statistical distributions is the subject of Chapter 4 while Chapter 5 deals with the 













Before giving a formal definition of a Levy process, it is worth defining the notion of a dtdlag 
function: In mathematics, a cadlag function (continue a droite, limite a gauche) is a function, 
defined on the real numbers, which is everywhere right-continuous with left limits. A simple 
example of such a function would be a step function: 
f(x) = {~ ~ ~ ~ (2.1) 
These functions reside in what is known as Skorokhod space. All continuous functions are also 
cadlag and these kinds of functions play important roles in the theory of Levy processes and 
appear throughout financial mathematics. The definition of a Levy process now follows. 
Definition 2.1. A Levy process is a d1dlag process (Xt)t>o on some probability space (n, F, IP') 
taking on values in ]Rd and satisfying the following criteri~ [25]: 
1. Independent Increments: For all increasing sequences of times to, ... ,tn the random vari-
ables X to ' X tl - X to ' ... ' Xtn - X tn- I are independent. 
2. Stationary Increments: the law of XHh - X t does not depend on t, i.e XHh - X t cv Xh. 
3. Stochastic Continuity: (V E > 0) (limh->o 1P'[IXHh - Xtl ~ E] = 0). 
The last condition does not imply that the sample paths are continuous. It is merely a formal-
ization of the idea that for a given time t, the probability of seeing a jump is zero. In other 
words, the jumps are not predictable - they occur at random times. These exclude processes 
which have jumps at fixed times - such "calendar effects" are not relevant for the task at hand. 
It is straightforward to verify that Brownian motion satisfies the above conditions, making it 
an example of a Levy process. The class of Levy processes is bigger than Brownian motions 
though and includes Poisson processes and Compound Poisson processes among many others. 
The stationary increments property implies that Xo = 0 a.s. 
The Levy process has been introduced as an alternative model of asset returns, as mentioned 
in Chapter 1. This is because, empirically, the assumption that asset returns are lognormal 
is a weak assumption, and their price paths display marked discontinuities. In addition to 
this, volatility is not constant and this already has to be corrected for by a market skew. The 












2.1 General properties of Levy processes 
2.1.1 Infinite Divisibility 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (Xth>o be a Levy Process. Then for every t, X t has an infinitely 
divisible distribution. Conversely, if F is an infinitely divisible distribution, then there exists a 
Levy Process (Xt) such that the distribution of Xl is given by F. 
Pmoj. The proof that (Xtk~o is a Levy process =} X t is infinitely divisible is given, for the 
converse statement the reader is referred to a proof in Cont &, Tankov (2004) [25] (also see Sato 
(1999), Corollary 11.6 [74]). 
Let t > 0 and n E No Then X t has representation 
(2.2) 
which is a sum of independent identically distributed random variables. o 
The importance of this result is straightforward. It implies a connection between Levy processes 
and certain statistical distributions. These distributions are called infinitely divisible distribu-
tions. 
Definition 2.2 (Infinite Divisibility). A probability distribution F on]R.d is said to be infinitely 
divisible if for any integer n ~ 2, there exist n independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) 
random variables Yl , ... , Yn , such that Yl + ... + Yn has distribution F. 
Example 2.1. Consider the normal distribution: If Yk are i.i.d. variables with Yk = X t / n "" 
S(p,jn, (J2 In) then I:k Yk "" N(/-L, (J2). This is a consequence of the addition of normally dis-
tributed random variables. Since n is arbitrary this relation holds for all n > 0 and the normal 
distribution is said to be infinitely divisible. 
::\ote above that the normal distribution is closed under convolution. When two normally dis-
tributed random variables are added, another normally distributed random variable is obtained. 
It is not a requirement, however, that infinitely divisible distributions be closed under convolu-
tion. \Vhat is important is the realisation that infinitely divisible distributions can be split into 
arbitrarily many identically distributed 'bits'. The characteristic function of these arbitrarily 
many bits must then, mathematically, be the nth convolution root of the infinitely divisible 
distribution, which can be determined though studying the characteristic functions of these 
infinitely divisible distributions. The infinite divisibility property can be shown to hold true 
for the following distributions as well: gamma, Poisson, inverse Gaussian, lognormal, Pareto, 
Gumbel, Wei bull, Student's-t, a-stable distributions. This can be noted by looking at the char-
acteristic functions of these distributions, which can be found in Sato [74]. A trivial example of 
a distribution which is not infinitely divisible is the uniform distribution. 
2.1.2 Characteristic Functions 
Proposition 2.1 (The Characteristic Function of a Levy Process). Let (Xt)t>o be a Levy 
Process on JRd. Then, there exists a continuous function 'I/J : ]R.d ---4 JR known as the -characteristic 
exponent of X, such that: 
(2.3) 











\Vriting XHs as Xs + XHs - Xs decomposes XHs into two independent terms, implying the 
map from t ----; <I> X t (z) is multiplicative: 
<I>Xt(Z) = <I>x,(z)<I>xHs-xs(z) 
= <I>xJz)<I>xt (z) 
Stochastic continuity of X t implies Xs ----; X t (in distribution) whenever s ----; t. Because of 
this convergence in distribution it follows that <I>xs(z) ----; <I>Xt(z) when s ----; t so t ----; <I>xt(z) is 
continuous in t. Combining this with the multiplicative property implies that t ----; if> X t (z) is an 
exponential function [25, 35]. 0 
It is worth noting that the only freedom one has in specifying a Levy Process is to specify the 
law at one single, specific time. The law of X t is determined by knowing what the law is at a 
time equal to 1. Furthermore, Levy Processes are uniquely determined by their characteristic 
triplets and the characteristic exponent has a more specific representation which will be discussed 
later. A brief digression now follows, as the two most simple Levy processes are defined. These 
processes are important because they are the building blocks of all other kinds of processes. 
2.2 Poisson and Compound Poisson Processes 
Definition 2.3 (Poisson Process). Let (7i)i>1 be an increasing sequence of independent expo-
nentially distributed random variables with parameter A. Define Tn = L~=l 7;. Now, define the 
process Nt by 
Nt = L I{Tn:::: t} 
n:;:::l 
Nt is then called a Poisson Process with intensity A. 
(2.4) 
The Poisson process itself may be expressed in terms of the random measure itself as follows: 
Nt(w) = M(w, [0, t]) = 1 M(w, ds) 
[0,( 
(2.5) 
The measure At also has an interpretation as the 'derivative' of a Poisson process - the Radon 
'\"ikodym derivative given by an increasing process. The derivative of a Poisson process is simply 
a superposition of Dirac masses located at the jump times, i.e 
(2.6) 
As mentioned, the Poisson process is the simplest Levy process, and is not a good choice for 
modelling asset returns. This is because (as will be shown below) the jumps, although occurring 
stochastically, have a deterministic amplitude of + 1. Their simplistic structure, however, makes 
them a good starting point to clarify many of the theoretical concepts introduced in this Chapter. 
Additionally, their importance can be attributed to the fact that every Levy process has a 
Compound Poisson process (CPP) representation when jumps larger than some E > 0 are 
truncated. 
The Poisson process starts at zero a.s. As t increases, the value of Nt will remain zero until the 
time value t = 71 is reached. At this point the indicator function for that particular set {Tl ::; t} 
takes on the value of 1 so that Nt = 1. Notice that the sum is over n, for each t. For t > T1 











t, t E {Tl ~ t} and t E {T2 ~ t}, so the value of the Poisson Process is now Nt = 1 + 1 = 2, 
since there are now two sets which t belongs to. The Poisson Process can thus intuitively be 
seen to be a counting process: It counts the number of sets to which every value of t belongs. 
Due to the nature of the construction of (Ti)i>1 (it is a sum of positive variables) the sequence 
is increasing and so the process Nt is also increasing, with its value changing by + 1 each time. 
Even though jump sizes are predictable, they occur at unpredictable times and hence the process 
is stochastic. Compound Poisson processes generalise this concept by sampling jumps from more 
general statistical distributions. 
Proposition 2.2. (Properties of Poisson Processes): 
Let (Nt) be a Poisson Process with intensity A, then: 
1. For all t > 0, Nt is a.s finite. 
2. For all u': the sample paths t --+ Nt are piecewise constant and increase by jumps of size 
+1. 
3. Sample paths are cadlag implying that NH = Nt. 
4. For any t > 0 Nt- = Nt+ with probability 1, thus Nt- = Nt a.s. 
5. Nt is continuous in probability: Ns -.!. Nt as s --+ t for all t > 0 
6. For any t > 0, Nt is Poisson distributed with parameter At: 
i.e IfD(Nt = n) = e-At(A~r for all n E N 
7. Nt has independent increments: For any tl < ... < tn, N tn - Ntn _l , ... , Nt2 - Ntl , Ntl are 
independent random variables. 
8. The increments are homogeneous: for any t > s, Nt - Ns has the same distribution as 
N t - s · 
9. (Nt) has the :'Iarkov Property. 
Proofs of these claims are short and straightforward and can be found in Cont & Tankov [25]. 
Definition 2.4 (Characteristic Function of a Poisson Process). Let (Nt k20 be a Poisson process 
with intensity parameter A. Its characteristic function is given by: 
(2.7) 
This definition follows directly from the fact that Nt'" Poisson(At). 
2.2.1 Forming new Poisson Processes from old ones 
• Sum of independent Poisson processes: 
If (Iv,? )r20 is a Poisson Process with intensity AI, and (J\?k20 is a Poisson Process with 
intensity A2 then (Ni + Nnt>o is also a Poisson Process with intensity Al + A2. This can 
easily be seen by looking at the characteristic function for l'vIt = Nl + Ni: 
lE[eiuMt] = lE[eiuNl+iuNt] 
= lE[eiuNl]lE[eiuNt] 
= exp{Alt(eiU - I)} exp{>.2t(eiu - I)} 











• 'Thinning' Poisson processes: 
If (Nt) is a Poisson Process which has intensity parameter A, and (Xt) is defined by taking 
all the jumps of (Nt) and keeping them with probability p E (0,1) (or discarding them 
with probability 1 - p). By ordering the retained jumps and defining: 
X t = LI{T;'~A (2.8) 
n21 
X t is now a Poisson Process with parameter pA . 
• 'Compensating' the small jumps: If (Xt)t>o is a Levy process with lE[lXtll < :xc then 
X t -lE[IXtll is a martingale [25], motivating the definition of a new Poisson process below. 
Definition 2.5 (Compensated Poisson Process). Let (Xt)t>o be a Poisson process (implying 
lE[lXtll < :xc). Then: 
(2.9) 
defines a Compensated Poisson process. 
The characteristic function, through a straightforward calculation, looks as follows: 
<P Nt = exp[At(e
iZ 
- 1 - iz)l (2.10 ) 
The compensated Poisson process has independent increments and the quantity At, which is 
deterministic, is known as the compensator. Kote that the process is no longer integer valued 
and therefore not a counting process. 
It can also be shown that: 
[
Nt] Var >: = t (2.11) 
and so when the intensity of its jumps increases an (interpolated) compensated poisson process 
converges in distribution to a Wiener process - this follows from a 'functional' version of the 
central limit theorem on the Skhorohod1 space (0 = D([O, T]) which is known as the Donsker 
invariance principle [25l. 
(2.12) 
2.2.2 Compound Poisson Process 
It is possible to generalise Poisson processes introduced in the previous section so that they may 
be used for realistic asset price modelling. This is done through the idea of a compound Poisson 
process, which generalises a Poisson process by allowing jumps to come from any arbitrary 
distribution. 




where (Nt) is a Poisson process with intensity A independent of (Yi), the jump size process, 
whose jumps, Yi, are i. i. d with distribution f. (Xt k=::o is said to be a Compound Poisson process 
with intensity A. 











The distribution used for jump sizes is predetermined. Jump sizes (when they occur) are then 
sampled as i. i. d variates from this distribution. This allows for modelling flexibility and becomes 
important when compound Poisson processes are used as approximations to Levy processes. 
Proposition 2.3 (Characteristic function of a Compound Poisson process). Let (Xt)t>o be a 
Compound Poisson process on JRd. Its characteristic function has the following representation: 




- l)f(dX)} , (Vu E JRd) (2.14) 
which, in a one dimensional case can be written as 
JE[exp(iuXt)] = exp {t I: (eiu .x - I)V(dX)} , (Vu E JR) (2.15) 
where v = f>.. is the Levy measure of the process (Xtk~o (25J. 
Proof. Start by conditioning the expectation on Nt. Denote the characteristic function of f by 
j: 
JE[exp{iuXd] = JE[JE[exp{iuXd]INt] = JE[(}(U))",Tt] (2.16) 








- 1)J(dX)} (2.18) 
o 
2.3 Jumps and discontinuities 
Sample paths of Levy processes are not generally continuous. Knowing the Levy measure of a 
process is equivalent to a complete understanding of the jump structure. This section discusses 
the various types of measures that are associated with Levy processes, and these are used later 
in the Levy -Ito decomposition theorem - as well as the Levy -Khinchin representation. 
2.3.1 Random Measures 
Definition 2.7 (Random l\Ieasure). Let (D, F, JIll) be a probability space and let (E, B) be a 
measurable space. A map M : B x Dr---> JR is called a random measure on (E, B) iff 
1. For each B E B, the map w r---> M(B, w) is a random variable on (D, F, JIll). 
2. For almost every wED, the map B r---> M(B, w) is a measure on (E, B). 
3. There exists a partition of E, B l , B 2 , ... E B such that J\!J(Bk) < :xl almost surely for all 
k. 
Random measures are said to have independent increments iff lv1(B l ), ... ,1vJ(Bn) are indepen-
dent random variables. A point process is a random measure on (E, B) which takes on positive 
integer values (including :xl), i.e iff Mis Z+ -valued. A Poisson random measure with intensity 
>.. is a point process M, with independent increments such that for every B E B, M(B) IS a 
Poisson random variable with mean >"(B). Here>.. is a measure on (E, B). In other words 











To every dtdlag process a random measure, known as the jump measure can be assigned. Denote 
A = (0, x) x JRd\{O}. If the process is a Levy process, the jump measure is a Poisson random 
measure on (A, B(A)) [25]. The jump measure is defined as follows: 
Definition 2.8 (Jump l\Ieasure). Let (Xtk:o be a cadlag stochastic process on (12, Ft, JP') and 
H E B(A). For every w E 12, define Jx the jump measure of the process X t in the following 
way: 
llXt#O 
Jx(w,.) = #{t: (t, ~Xt) E H} = 'L 6(t,llXtl (2.20) 
tE[O,T] 
Intuitively speaking, for any set H C JRd, the jump measure Jx([O, t], H) counts the number of 
jumps between ° and t, whose amplitude is a member of the set H. These measures are used 
in the Levy -Ito decomposition theorem and therefore have a role to play in approximating all 
kinds of Levy processes. 
2.3.2 The Levy measure 
One of the defining features of a Levy process is its Levy measure. This measure is defined to be 
a positive measure on JRd, which need not necessarily be a probability measure. It describes the 
jump structure of a Levy process entirely. If X t is a Levy process, then because it is cadlag it is 
possible to define ~Xt = X t - X t-. It is quite possible for the sum 'Ls<t ~Xs to be infinite, but 
for any bounded time interval there can be only finitely many jumps-whose amplitude exceed 
a certain size - again because X t is dldlag [25]. A set B E B is said to be bounded away from 
zero if ° t/:. f3. For any such B, the sum 
will have only finitely many non zero terms and a strictly increasing sequence of stopping times 
(T!!)nE;-\ can be introduced as follows: 
These then enumerate the jump times in B. Let Nt(B) be the associated counting process 
oc 
Nt(B) = 'L IT{T!::;t} = 'L ITB(~Xs) 
n=l o::;s::;t 
~ow introduce the parameter of Nt(B), v(B) as 
(2.21) 
This is simply the expected number of jumps of Nt(B) per unit time. ~ote then that v(B) also 
gives the expected number of jumps of X which belong to B per unit time. It is straightforward 
to verify that v satisfies the conditions of a measure on B (JR \ {O} ). Also from the definition of v 
in (2.21) above, the monotone convergence theorem implies that v is also a measure. 
Definition 2.9 (Levy measure). Let (Xt)t>o be a Levy process on JRd. The measure v defined 
on JRd defined by: -
v(A) = IE[#{t E [0,1] : ~Xt i- 0, ~Xt E A}], A E B(JRd) (2.22) 
is known as the Levy measure of X. Above, # represents the counting measure, counting the 
number of elements in a given set. v(A) represents the expected number of jumps with size 











2.4 The Levy -Ito decomposition theorem 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (Xt)t>o be a Levy process on ]R.d and v its Levy measure, gwen by 
Definition (2.9). Then, 
• v is a positive measure on ]R.d satisfying 
1 v(dx) < x ixi>l (2.23) 
• The jump measure of (Xt ), Jx is a Poisson random measure on [0, x) x]R.d with intensity 
measure v(dx)dt 
• there exists a constant vector 'Y and a d-dimensional Brownian motion with (constant) 
covariance matrix A, such that 
with, 
X~ = 1 xJx(ds x dx) 
ixi21,sE[O,tj 
X % = 1 x { J X (ds x dx) - v (dx ) ds } 
E::Si xi<l,sE[O,t; 
== 1 xJx(ds x dx) 
E::Sixi<l,sE[O,t; 
(2.24) 
A rigorous proof can be found in Sato [74] with an outline given by Cont & Tankov [25]. The 
proof, initially found by Levy, was completed by Ito [25]. For purposes of this dissertation the 
above theorem is simply listed. The first two terms in (2.24) are none other than a Brownian 
motion with a drift term - these are the continuous terms. The last two terms represent the dis-
continuous (or jump) components of the Levy process. The condition ~xi21 v(dx) < x implies 
that the number of jumps (of (Xt )) with absolute value greater than 1 is finite, so the term Xi 
is actually an a.s finite sum. Thus, Xl is a Compound Poisson process. 
The value 1 could be replaced with any c: > 0, provided it's not 'close' enough to zero (in the 
neighbourhood of zero) and the resulting process Xi would still be Compound Poisson. The 
problem arises for values of c: which are in the neighbourhood of zero since contrary to the 
Compound Poisson case, v can have a singularity at zero. Infinite activity Levy processes are 
an example of this, and so it is possible to have infinitely many small jumps, the sum of which 
does not converge. In order to obtain convergence in the limit as c: 1 0, the remainder term Xi 
must be replaced by its compensated version, where the expected value of the small jumps is 
subtracted off thus achieving convergence. 
In equation (2.24) ~bove, not all the terms are martingales; only the B t term and the compen-
sated jump term, Xf. An important implication of the Levy -Ito decomposition theorem is that 
every Levy process can be approximated with arbitrary precision by a jump-diffusion process: 
A sum of a Brownian motion with drift and a Compound Poisson process - possibly more than 












2.5 The Levy -Khinchin representation 
Theorem 2.3 below gives a useful representation for the form of a characteristic function of a 
Levy process. It can be simplified slightly in the case where the Levy process is of finite variation, 
and gives insight into the parameters of a Levy process. Although, it is not required for the 
purposes of this dissertation, it is worth stating because of its importance and its use in pricing 
techniques involving Fourier transforms. These methods are discussed in papers such as [21]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (Xtk::o be a real-valued Levy process on ~d. The characteristic function 




\vhere A is a d x d matrix with positive, real valued entries. , E ~d and v being a positive measure 
satisfying v( {O}) = 0 and JJR.(1 /\ IxI2)v(dx) < DC. The triplet (A, " v) is known in literature as 
the characteristic triplet. The measure v is the Levy measure and plays an important role in 
the theory of Levy processes. 
Proof. Theorem 8.1 in Sato [74]. o 
Jumps larger than some arbitrary E: > 0 may be truncated, as opposed to the above equation 
where they were truncated at 1. Generally speaking, the concept of a truncation function, g, 
can be introduced. This function must be a bounded, measurable function 9 : ~d ----> ~ satisfying 
g(x) = 1 + o(lxl) as x ----> 0 and g(x) = O(l/lxl) as x ----> DC. The representation above then 
becomes 
1 l 0 ¢(z) = --z . Az + ir9 . Z + (e'ZOX - 1 - iz . xg(x))v(dx) 
2 ~d 
(2.27) 
,9 = ,+ ld x(g(x) -1IIxI9)v(dx) (2.28) 
The choice of truncation function does not affect the values of A and v (which are intrinsic 
parameters of the Levy process), but it does affect f. Thus, one should avoid calling, the 
"drift" of the process. 
2.5.1 Finite variation Levy processes 
The concept of variation of a function has a part to play when it comes to the classification of 
Levy processes. The total variation of a function f : [a, b] ----> ~d is defined as: 
n 
TV(f) = sup L If(ti) - f(ti-dl (2.29) 
i=l 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions of the interval [a, b]. It turns out, [25], 
that a Levy process is of finite variation iff its characteristic triplet (A, v, ,) satisfies: A = 0 and 












2.5.2 Representation in the finite variation case 
If (Xtk::o is a Levy process of finite variation with Levy -triplet (0, v,,) then for the Levy -Ito 
decomposition we have [25]: 
,6,Xs #O 
X t = bt+ 1 xJx(ds x dx) = bt+ L ~Xs 
[O,t~ xlRd sE[O,( 
(2.30) 
While the characteristic function is given by: 
lE[eiz .Xt ] = exp [t {ib. z + ld (eiz .x - l)V(dX)}] (2.31) 
2.6 Subordinators 
Definition 2.10 (Subordinator). A Levy process (Stk::o E ~ is said to be a subordinator iff it 
satisfies one of the following equivalent (see [25]) properties. 
1. St 2 0 for some t > 0 (almost surely) 
2. St 2 0 for all t > 0 (almost surely) 
3. Sample paths of St are almost surely non-decreasing: t 2 s::::} St 2 Ss 
4. The characteristic triplet satisfies A = 0, v (( - Xl, 0]) = 0, foX (x /\ 1) v (dx) < x and b > O. 
In other words, St has no diffusion component, has positive jumps (of finite variation) and 
has positive 'drift'. 
Put very simply, a subordinator, (Stk::o, is a non decreasing Levy process. Since St is a positive 
random variable, it is possible (and more convenient) to work with the Laplace transform, as 
opposed to the Fourier transform. The moment generating function of (Sth>o can then be 
written in terms of the Laplace exponent, £( u), in place of the characteristic exponent , "p (11) 
[25]: 
£(u) = bu + foX (eUX - l)v(dx) (2.32) 
Their characteristic triplets are then given by (0, b, v). The next theorem illustrates their im-
portance and influence in the theory of Levy processes and time-changing. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Subordination). Fix (0,.1', lP'). Let (Xtk::o be a Levy process on ~d with 
characteristic exponent "p (11) and triplet (A, v, ,). Let (St k::o be a subordinator with Laplace 
exponent R (11) and triplet (0, p, b). Then the process defined by: 
Y(t; w) = X(S(t; w); w) Vw E 0 (2.33) 
is again a Levy process, with characteristic function given by: 
lE[eiUYt ] = exp(U("p(11))) (2.34) 
That is to say, the characteristic exponent of Y is obtained by composition of the Laplace expo-











by (p{( is the probability density function of Xt): 
AY = bA 
vY(B) = bv(B) + la oc p;(B)p(ds) VB E 13(JRd) 
I'Y = bl' + roc p(ds) [ xp; (dx) 
io i1xl9 




A very detailed proof can be found in Sato (1999), and for further reading a relatively casual 
discussion is given in Cont & Tankov (2004). The following theorem takes the groundwork laid 
above and applies it to the context of Brownian subordination. The result is a new Levy process 
(constructed from an old one) with the new characteristic triplet given in terms of the old one. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Characteristic Function of Levy processes based on Brownian subordina-
tion). Let X(t; w) = et + crBt(w) be a Brownian motion with drift (a Levy process on JRd) with 
characteristic triplet (1:,0, e). Let St(w) be a subordinator independent of X t on JR with Laplace 
exponent e(u) and characteristic triplet (0, v, b). 
The process given by yt(w) = X(St(w);w) = eSt(w) + crB(St(w);w) zs a Levy process with 
characteristic triplet given by (1: s , v S , eS ) where: 
1:Y = b1: 
vY (x) = laoc f(x, s)v(s)ds 
eY = be + roc [ xf(x, s)v(s)dxds 




where f(x, s) has a multivariate normal density with mean vector es and covariance matrix s1:. 
Also, the characteristic function of the process yt, is given by: 
(2.37) 
Proof. This follows as a result of Theorem 2.4. o 
The fact that f(x, s) has multivariate normal density is an important consequence of the fact 
that the subordination here is Brownian. These subordinators playa specific role in construction 
of Levy processes from Brownian motions (with drift 11 and variance cr 2 ) through a change from 
conventional to stochastic time. This time change affects the normality assumption of log returns. 
Cumulants of a distribution are defined from its cumulant generating function: if a distribution 
has a characteristic function <I> x , which satisfies <I>x(O) = 0 [25]. Because <I>x is continuous at 
0, <I> X (z) i- 0 in a neighbourhood of 0, and so a continuous version of the logarithm of <I> can be 
defined in this region. This function \[! X satisfies 
\[!x(O) = 0, <I>x(z) = exp[\[!x(z)] 
Cumulants are then given by 
c (X) = ~ an\[! X (0) 











The n-th cumulant can be expressed as a polynomial function of the moments mk, k = 1 ... n. 
The characteristic exponent of X, w(u) = £( _u2(J2 /2 + i8u) allows cumulants of X to be 
calculated from those of S. In the symmetric case (8 = 0) the mean and skewness of X t are zero 
(since it is symmetric) and the variance and excess kurtosis are given by: 
(2.39a) 
(2.39b) 
Therefore, X t will be leptokurtic if St is not deterministic. Furthermore, Brownian subordina-
tion imposes certain limitations on the form associated with the Levy measures. The following 
proposition characterises Levy measures of processes allowing representation as Brownian mo-
tions with drift. 
Proposition 2.4. Let v be a Levy measure on JR and J.L E JR. There exists a Levy pmcess 
(Xtk:::o with Levy measure v such that X t = W(Zt) + J.LZt for some subordinator (Ztk::o and 
some Bmwnian motion (Wtk,,:o independent fmm Z iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. v is absolutely continuous with density v(x). 
2. v(x)e-J.lX = v(-x)eJ.lX for all x. 
3. v( V(u))e-J.lVu is a completely monotonic function on (0, x). 
It is maintained that the small jumps of such processes are always symmetric, because the 
Levy measure has a tilted version symmetric on R Exponential tilting mainly affects the big 
jumps. Furthermore, if v is a Levy measure on JR, then it can only be the Levy measure of 
a subordinated Brownian motion (without drift) iff it is symmetric and v( y'U) is completely 
monotonic on (0, x). 
2.7 Constructing Levy processes 
In order to use Levy processes, a means of constructing them is required. The ensuing discussion 
aims to introduce some of the different available options, and show when their use is best 
suited and how these methods can be carried out. The starting point is to note that certain 
types of transformations exist which, when applied to a Levy process, (Xt)t>o, produce another 
Levy process given by T[(Xtk:::ol = (X~k::::o. This transformation should affect the underlying 
parameters of the process in deterministic ways, meaning that given the initial parameters of the 
Levy process it is possible to determine the new parameters under the transformation. These 
alterations are often of interest. Girsanov's theorem, a useful result stating that a Brownian 
motion under a change of measure is still a Brownian motion does not hold true, in general, for 
Levy processes, and this is an important point to bear in mind when modelling. 
Construction via Brownian subordination 
If a Brownian motion is subordinated by another suitable Levy process, Theorem 2.4 details 
how the parameters of the subordinated Brownian motion can be determined. Subordination 
can be defined quite generally, leading to a generalisation of the results in Theorem 2.4. In this 
dissertation, only Brownian subordination is considered, as it is of practical relevance to the 
problem at hand. The general procedure involves taking a subordinator, (Stk::o (with Laplace 
exponent £(u)), an independent Brownian motion (iVtk::o and replacing the time variable in 











guarantees that a new Levy process is obtained with interpretation that the time scale has been 
changed to business time. 
The attraction here is that modelling of the arrival of information (,events') is inherently stochas-
tic and not the simple, constant and familiar continuous flow of a Brownian motion. That the 
starting point is a Brownian motion promotes the significance of this approach for two reasons: 
firstly, it helps maintain the practical relevance of such Levy process models, supporting their 
use above the class of general (and esoteric) Levy processes, while still incorporating the 'random 
\\"alk' aspect of financial modelling which has been present since the 1900's. The second reason 
is that these models have additional tractability and flexibility and are thus worth investigating 
as alternatives to the standard GBM models. 
Cse of a subordination approach allows an immediate and straightforward computation of the 
characteristic function. This is a consequence of the conditional Gaussian structure of these 
processes which also simplifies computations and simulations significantly. As an example, the 
call option price can be expressed as an integral involving Black-Scholes prices. However, an 
explicit form of the Levy measure is not always available. These processes are worthwhile if one 
has a valid subordinating Levy process and popular models such as the variance-gamma and 
normal inverse Gaussian are built on this framework. 
Linear Transformations 
Another way of transforming Levy processes is to perform a standard linear transformation. 
The resulting changes that happen are given by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (Xdt>o be a Levy process on JR.d with characteristic triplet (A, V,I) and 
let lvi be an n x d matrix. Then Yt = M X t is a Levy process on JR.n with characteristic triplet 
(Ay,vy,/y), where: 
Ay = MAM tr 
vy = v({x: Mx E B}) VB E B(JR.n) 
IY = MI + r y(IT{lyl::01}(Y) - ITs) (y))vydy IlRn 




Example 2.2. Suppose (Xdt;::::o and (Yt)t;::::o are two independent Levy processes with charac-
teristic triplets given by (Ax, VX,IX), (Ay, vy, /Y). X t + Yt is a Levy process with 
A= Ax +Ay 
v(B) = vx(B) + vy(B) (VB E B(JR.)) 
I = IX + IY -1 . yv(dy) 
[-V2,-l i U[l,V2: 
[Use Theorem 2.6 with M tr = (1 1)] 




One possible way of specifying a Levy process is through specification of an admissible charac-
teristic triplet. It is a requirement that the Levy measure satisfies the following constraints: 











Provided a transformation to the Levy measure can be found respecting the above integrability 
conditions, a new Levy process can be constructed. An example of such a transformation would 
be to multiply the Levy measure by an exponential function. ::\Iore formally: If there exists a 
e E IRd such that ~xl?l eli,xv(dx) < 00, then 
(2.4 7) 
defines a new Levy measure. This type of transformation is known as an Esscher transform and 
is also referred to as exponential tilting of the Levy measure. The Esscher transform is somewhat 
analogous to the drift change transformation of geometric Brownian motion which means it can 
be used to find equivalent martingale measures in a Levy model framework. If the Gaussian 
component is absent, the drift cannot be changed, but the jump distribution can still be altered 
leading, again, to a wide variety of equivalent measures [25]. 
Specification of the Levy measure 
This is done, for example, in the case of tempered stable processes. An advantage of this method 
is that one has an idea as to the pathwise nature of the process beforehand, through specification 
of the jump structure of the process. The Levy -Khinchin formula allows determination of the 
distribution of the process at any time. Simulation is generally quite an involved process, but 
the use of this approach exposes the modeler to a wide variety of models. 
Explicit specification of the probability density function for t = ~ 
This approach, is used for the general hyperbolic (GH) models - a broad class of models studied 
extensively by Barndorff-l'\ielsen ([8, 9, 10, 11] amongst others). It allows for easy simulation, 
provided that it is on a fixed time grid. Estimating parameters of the distribution is also simple 
if data sampling has been carried out at the same frequency. The Levy measure however, 
is unknown, making knowledge of the law of increments at other time scales unknown. The 
nature of the process is also not immediately obvious (infinite or finite variation, infinite or 












Levy processes for asset modelling 
A synopsis of certain different types of Levy processes is now presented. L nlike Brownian motion, 
modelling with Levy processes is both more flexible and versatile, because there are many 
different types of Levy processes. Therefore, it is a good idea to have in mind the advantages 
and disadvantages associated with the different Levy processes. In the ensuing chapter, the more 
common models such as the variance-gamma model and the normal-inverse Gaussian model, are 
focused on and presented in more detail than some of the more arcane processes which can 
be used for modelling. This is because these models are either more widely used or studied. 
It is important to have a good understanding of Levy processes on this level, because this is 
crucial for the next step - simulation. In certain cases the theory is simple and tractable, 
so that simulation approaches and algorithms follow easily. For other processes the theory is 
less pleasant and alternate approaches for the purposes of simulation are required. In this case, 
simulation by means of approximation becomes a very attractive option, since the Levy measures 
are generally known in closed form solution. This is an approach which is discussed in Section 
5.6. 
3.1 The gamma processes 
The exponential distribution is frequently used to model the arrival times of objects which arrive 
at a constant average rate. This is an example of a process which is memoryless. The reason 
why the exponential distribution is used is as follows: let Nt be the number of objects which 
have arrived by time t. Nt is clearly a counting process and is non-decreasing in t. Further, 
assume that the process has independent and stationary increments. Let T be a random variable 
which represents the time until the first arrival. The set {Nt = O} occurs if and only if {t < T} 
and therefore the two sets have equal measure IfD[Nt = 0] = IfD[t < T]. It can be deduced from 
the independent and stationary increments of Nt that 
IfD[NHs = 0] = IfD[NHs - Nt = 0 n Nt = 0] 
= IfD[NHs - Nt = O]IfD[Nt = 0] 
= IfD[Ns = O]IfD[Nt = 0] 
In other words the functional dependence is multiplicative: p(t + s) = p(s)p(t), which im-
plies that IfD[Nt = 0] is modelled by an exponential function (i.e. there exists a >. such that 
IfD[Nt = 0] = e-At . Recall that the exponential distribution is infinitely divisible, and the Levy 











Definition 3.1 (Gamma Process). : Let (Gt k20 = Gt (a,;3) be a stationary process, with 
independent increments which are distributed according to the gamma distribution: 
(3.1) 
The stationarity of increments implies that GHh - Gt 1:. Gh, for all h > O. The gamma process 
can easily be seen to be a non-decreasing process, and satisfies the conditions for a subordinator. 
Here, the gamma process has been defined as an explicit function of time, manifest through the 
shape parameter: i.e Gt (a,;3) = G(at, (3). The increments follow a gamma distribution with the 
following property holding true for all h > 0: 
(3.2) 
where Q(a,;3) denotes the gamma distribution with parameters a and ,3. The gamma distribu-
tion probability density function is given by: 
In this form the gamma distribution has the following mean and variance: 
lE[Q] = ~ 
Var[Q] = lE[Q2] _ (lE[Q])2 
a 
,82 
It can be verified by taking expectations of (3.1) that: 
at 





In using the gamma process to define a stochastic process indexed by time, one would like on 
average, to 'synchronise' the stochastic clock with the 'real-world' or calendar clock. Thus, a 
desired property of these gamma processes would be to choose a or f3 such that lE[Qt] = t. This 
is possible through simple choice of a = (3. For convenience, define the quantity ~ = a-1 . Then 
(in terms of this parameterisation) one has: 
at 
lE[Gt ] = - = t a 
t 
Var[Gt] = - = Kt 
a 
(3.7) 
Sampling happens from a gamma distribution with both shape and scale parameters equal to 
1/ K. The process now has mean equal to t, and variance given by the parameter~. Since 
the gamma distribution is infinitely divisible, the existence of a Levy process is guaranteed 
(Proposition 2.1). The distribution of this Levy process at time 1, X 1, has a gamma distribution. 
The gamma process satifies the conditions for a subordinator (Definition 2.10) and can be used 
to subordinate a Brownian motion. Since subordinators have no negative jumps, the Laplace 
exponent may be used instead of the characteristic exponent. The presence of the Levy measure 











function of a gamma distribution. This is given by (1 - ¥) -Q. 
£(u) = -cdn(l- u/(3) and then the following can be done [74]: 
By using (2.32) it follows that 
u l u 1 -aln(1- -) = -a --dy 
(3 0 (3-y 
(for u ::; 0) 
= -a lU loc e-(3x+yx dxdy 
= -a loc e- f3x lU eyxdxdy 
= a e- f3x _(eUX - l)dx l °c 1 o x (since u ::; 0) 
= roc (eUX _ 1) ae-(3x dx 
Jo x (3.8) 
This result then shows that the density of the Levy measure is: 
(3.9) 
The last equality holds under the parameterisation which calibrates the 'stochastic' clock to 
coincide with calender time on average. The condition on the Levy measure of a subordinator 
(that f oOC(x/\l)v(x)dx < 00) is satisfied, but fo
oc v(x)dx = ex:: meaning that jumps in the gamma 
process arrive infinitely often. This is because the Levy measure contains the expected number 
of jumps, for all jump sizes, arriving per unit time. The gamma process therefore does not 
necessarily require a martingale component; it is a pure jump process (meaning its movements 
are entirely through 'jumps') although the majority of these jumps are small (less than 1). 
The characteristic triplet is completed by calculating " given by f~ xv(x)dx = f01 ae- f3x = 
0'(1- e- 3X )/;3. Thus, the characteristic triplet of a gamma process is (A", v) = (0, Qe:{3x, a(l-
e-(3X)/ (3). 
3.2 Inverse Gaussian process 
Another subordinating Levy process is the inverse Gaussian process, which is based on the 
inverse Gaussian distribution. The inverse Gaussian distribution describes the distribution 
of time taken by a Brownian Motion with positive drift to reach a fixed positive level. This 
distribution is characterised by having two parameters (0" > 0), and density function: 
(3.10) 
An alternate parameterisation in terms of tL and .x is sometimes used. Their equivalence is given 
by the relations 02 = .x and ,2 = .x/ tL2 . The density then looks as follows: 
The mean and variance of the inverse Gaussian distribution are as follows: 
o 
JE[XIG] = - = tL , 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
The inverse Gaussian distribution belongs to the class of infinitely divisible distributions. Propo-











as the normal inverse Gaussian process. In addition to all of this, the inverse Gaussian distri-
bution is also closed under convolution, meaning that if Zl and Z2 are two independent inverse 
Gaussian variables with Zl cv IG( (h,,) and Z2 cv IG(b2,,), then Zl + Z2 cv IG( b1 + b2,,). Using 
the (b, ,) parameterisation (3.10), the interpretation of the above density is of the first passage 
time of a Brownian motion, with drift " to a level b [40]. 
\Vith all this in mind, the inverse Gaussian process is now defined: 
Definition 3.2 (IG Process). : Let (Idt~o (a, j3) be a stationary process, with independent 
increments which are distributed according to the inverse Gaussian distribution: 
(3.13) 
The stationarity of increments implies that IHh - It :J. Ih, for all h > O. As with the gamma 
process, the inverse Gaussian process satisfies the conditions for a subordinator. 
The characteristic function is given by: 
and Levy measure by, 
be-'X 
v(x) = x3 / 2 ITx>o 
(3.14) 
For the inverse Gaussian distribution the following scaling property holds true: If X cv I (a, b), 
then c2 X cv I( ca, b/ c). 
3.3 The variance-gamma process 
The first model outside of the eponymous Black-Scholes framework that is treated in detail 
is the variance-gamma process. This process was introduced in 1990 by l\Iadan and Seneta 
in symmetric form when they considered a time change of a Brownian motion by means of a 
drift less gamma process. ~fadan & Milne [59] then investigated equilibrium option pricing for 
a symmetric variance-gamma process in a representative agent model with a constant relative 
risk aversion utility function. The resulting risk-neutral process they obtained ended up being 
quite similar to the general variance-gamma model proposed in :\Iadan, Carr & Chang [19]. This 
paper is also important with regards to information concerning instrument valuation. 
Since its introduction, the variance-gamma process has gained momentum and usage. The 
interpretation of the negative drift in a Brownian motion is that it gives rise to positive risk 
aversion. The motivation for replacing a continuous business time with a 'stochastic clock' 
whose increments are gamma distributed stems from the fact that exponential distribution is 
memoryless - what happens in the future does not depend on what has happened up until the 
present. :\Iathematically, one writes: 
JP'[Xt > s + tlXt > s] = JP'[Xt > t] (3.15) 
It can be shown that the only function which possesses this property is the exponential function, 
hence motivating the use of the exponential distribution for modelling inter-arrival times of a 
whole range of objects. The exponential distribution is a special case of the gamma distribution 
and in addition to this, the gamma distribution is closed under convolution. Thus, there is a 











results in changing the arrival of information to be inherently random. 
A pleasant feature of the variance-gamma process, is that the log-normal return density and 
Black-Scholes formula are special cases 1 , making this model an extension of the standard finan-
cial modelling paradigm. The variance-gamma model offers certain more 'flexible' advantages 
over the Black-Scholes model. The variance-gamma model is a 3 parameter stochastic model, 
having parameters explicitly controlling for kurtosis (symmetric increase in both left and right 
tail probabilities) and skewness (asymmetry in these left and right tails) properties in the return 
distribution, in addition to the volatility of the subordinated Brownian motion. The Brown-
ian motion is conditional on a realisation of a random gamma distributed time change - it is 
subordinated by a gamma process. 
3.3.1 Properties of the variance-gamma process 
Definition 3.3. (Variance-Gamma process): Let X t be a real valued, one dimensional, arith-
metic Brownian motion, with drift e and volatility a, so that X (t; w) = et + a B (t; w) and 
let G(t; u':, a,(3) = Gt(a, (3) be a one dimensional gamma subordinator. Define the process 
Y(t; c.:) = X(Gt(a, (3); w) = eGt(a, (3) + aB(Gt(a, (3); Lv'). yt is a variance-gamma process. 
The variance of a standard Brownian motion is well known: Var(Bt ) = t. The variance-gamma 
process' name thus originates from the fact that the variance of the Brownian motion in the 
above definition is given by a gamma process - conditional on the random time change Gtl i.e: 
(3.16) 
Characteristic Triplet of a variance-gamma process 
In Section 3.1, the characteristic triplet of a gamma process was developed. This can now be 
extended to the variance-gamma process by means of Proposition 2.5. First note that the gamma 
subordinator used here has no drift and consists purely of jumps. Thus, X t only jumps when 
Gt does and therefore yt has no points of continuity. By implication, this means that there is 
no Brownian component and therefore that I;Y = 0, which can also be verified by means of 
equation (2.36a). The Levy measure is calculated as follows: 
vY = foX f(x, s)v(s )ds 
l
x 1 ( (x - es)2) e-s/I'C 
= exp - --ds 
o V27Ta2s 2a2s /'\,s 
l
x 1 [x2 e2s xe] e-s/I'C = exp -----+- --ds 
o V27Ta2s 2a2s 2a2 a 2 /'\,s 
exp(xeja2) l x 1 [x2 -1 e2 ] e-s/I'C 
= exp --s - -s --ds 
/'\, 0 ~ 2a2 2a2 s 
e~lxlexp [_IX 1V8:t20-2/I'C] {X 1 [x2 
I I [ 
IXIV82+20-2/I'C] io V27Ta2s3 exp - 2a2 s-l -
/'\, x exp - 0-2 
(~ +~) s] ds 2a2 K 
_ l X Ixls-3/ 2 [_~ -1 _ (~~) IxlJe2 + 2~2l - . . . J27f exp 2 s 2 + s + 2 ds 
o 27Ta 2a 2a K a 
(3.17) 











The term in front of the integral is a constant is ignored for now. Evaluation of the integral 
is more interesting and is, fortunately, simple. It evaluates to 1 because it corresponds to the 
density of an inverse Gaussian distribution (3.13). The integral in (3.17) follows by means of 
the following substitutions to the parameters in (3.13) : 
8t = J:l 
Vc;2' 
Thus, the Levy measure is: 
To calculate the 'drift' term, one uses: 
Y loc e-KS 1 x - (X_B,j)2 r = -- e 20" dxds 
o ",s Ixl9 V27ra 2s 
= X -- e 20" dsdx 1 l
oc e-KS 1 - (X-B,j)2 
IXl9 0 ",s V27ra 2s 
= r XVY dx 
i lx l5.1 
Thus, the characteristic triplet of a variance-gamma process is given by: 
where. 
( 
exp{Ax - Blxl} 1 exp{Ax - Blxl}d ) 
0, I I ' x I I x '" x Ixl9 K x 
B 
A=2' a 
B = _v_B_2_+--;c-2a_2_/_K 
a 2 





The characteristic function of a variance-gamma process, VG(B, a, K), can be obtained by some 
rather cumbersome integration and the use of the Levy -Khinchin representation theorem. An 
easier method, involves using conditional expectations as follows (remember that", = a-I): 
lE[eiuYt ] = lE[lE[eiuYtIG(t;w) = z]] 
= lE[lE[eiu(ez+aBzlIG(t;w) = z]] 
= lE[eiuezlE[eiuaBz IG(t; w) = z]] 
= lE[eiueze-u2a2z/2IG(t; (.c)) = z] 
= lE[ez(iue-u2a2/2lIG(t;w) = z] 
= lE[eGt(iUe-u2a2/2l] 
= (1 - ",(iBu - !a2u2 )ft/K (3.22) 
where the last line follows from the definition of the moment generating function of a gamma 
distribution with an argument of (iuB - u 2a 2/2). The characteristic exponent is then: 
1 u2 a 2 K 













To see that the lognormal density is a special case of the variance-gamma process, first observe 
that under symmetric (e = 0) variance-gamma dynamics (3.22) reduces to 
(3.24 ) 
Letting K ----; 0+, the above expression can easily be seen to converge to an exponential function: 
which happens to be the well known characteristic function of a normal distribution. 
The first four central moments of the variance-gamma process are given as follows [19]: 
/11 = et 
/12 = t(e2K + 0'2) 
/13 = tKe(30'2 + 2e2K) 
/14 = t(30'4K + 6e4K3 + 120'2e2K2) + t2(30'4 + 60'2e2K + 3e4K2) 







These four moments relate to four key distributional properties in statistics. The first non-central 
moment (/11) gives the mean, or average value at a specific time point (t) and the variance is 
given by (/12). The third and fourth moments are the skewness(=~) and kUTtosis 2 (= K), which 
measure the symmetry and difference in curvature to the normal distribution. It is often easier 
to work with these quantities in coefficient (or normalised) form, which are defined as: 
(3.27) 
The Gaussian distribution has a kurtosis coefficient of 3 and a skewness coefficient of O. This 
provides a benchmark for comparison with other distributions. For path simulation, theoretical 
moments also provide a means of comparison for purposes of accuracy. It is a straightforward 
matter to calculate the sample moments of a series of values for a given time point. A check 
can then be carried out to assess whether or not the calculated moments are in good agreement 
with the theoretical moments. 
The variance-gamma process can be described as a normal variance-mean mixture, where the 
mixing density is gamma. This is equivalent to saying that conditional on any gamma time 
change Gt = g, the variance-gamma variate, X(t), over an interval of length t is normally 
distributed, with mean eg and standard deviation 0' y'g. X may thus be written as: 
X(t)IGt =9 = eg + O'/9Z (3.28) 
where Z ~ N(O, 1) independent of g. Proof that relationships (3.26) hold can be seen using the 
above conditional distribution assumptions of a variance-gamma process. For example, for the 
first moment: 
lE[YtIGt = g] = lE[eg + O'/9X] 
= elE[g] + O'lE[/9]lE[X] 
= et + 0 = et (3.29) 
2some textbooks and programs often work with the quantity called the excess kurtosis, which is defined as 











since lE[G t ] = t and lE[X] = O. One can now define the central quantity 
Lt = Gt - lE[Gt ] = e(g - t) + (7J9X 
Then, for example, the variance is calculated as lE[Ln This yields: 
Var[Gt] = lE[(e(g - t) + (7J9X)2] 
= lE[e2(g - t)2 + 2e(g - t)(7J9X + (72gX2] 
= e2lE[(g - t)2] + 2e(7lE[J9(g - t)]lE[X] + (72lE[g]lE[X2] 
= e2 Kt + 0 + (72t . 1 
= t((72 + e2K) 
The additional proofs can be found in [19]. 
Probability density function of a variance-gamma process 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
The probability density function of a variance-gamma process is Gaussian conditional on reali-
sation of G(t;I..4.') = 9 following a gamma distribution with parameters tlK and 11K. Thus: 
1 ( (x-eg)2) 
fX(t)IG(t)=g(x) = ~ exp - 2 2 
V 21['(7- 9 (7 9 
(3.32) 
fX(t) = 10= fX(t)IG(t)=g(x)fG(t)dg 
1= 1 ( (x - eg )2) g~-le-g/1< = exp - 2 t dg o J21['(72g 2(7 9 KKT (k) 
(3.33) 
The middle line simply states that the unconditional density of fX(t) is the integral of the 
product of the conditional density and the marginal density over the domain of the marginal 
density. This can be fleshed out and simplified in terms of special mathematical functions, as 
shown below, to obtain a 'simplified' form: 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
At this point, progress is contingent on a non-obvious substitution: Let 
(3.36) 
This, amongst other things, means that the following relations hold: 













The focus at this point is solely on the exponential term and the way in which it simplifies. At 
present one has: 
(3.38) 
The g~-3/2dg term is manipulated using the differential relations obtained in (3.37): 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
Everything must be brought together to obtain an integral representation for the probability 
density function: 
Introducing the modified Bessel function of the 3rd kind, K.p, allows for further simplification. 
These functions have integral representations: 
(3.42) 
On recognising this to be the integral in the above expression with parameter values given by: 
t 1 
'P = ~ - 2' 




.:\ote that for the value x = 0 the argument of the Bessel function is also 0, and since around 
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parameter v. The characteristic function should then look as follows: 
(3.48) 
The f.1 and v parameters still need to be defined from the characteristic function of the variance-
gamma process. This is done as follows: The first term in (3A6b) is the characteristic function of 
a gamma process with f.1p/vp = TJp and f.1~/vp = 1/K:. The second term is the complex conjugate 
of the characteristic function of a gamma process with f.1n/ Vn = TJn and f.1~/ Vn = 1/ K. Denoting 
the first gamma function as IP and the second as In, (3.46b) can be expressed as 
E[e iuYt ] = 9"(,,(u) . 9"(p(u) 




illustrating that Ipt -Int ~ yt. To ensure that equality holds between (3A6a) and (3.22), it is a 
requirement that: 
vp Vn 1 2 
TJpTJn = -- = -eJ K 
f.1p f.1n 2 
(3.50) 
and, subject to 
1 
(3.51a) 
Vn vp K 
the following solutions can be found for the quantities f.1p, f.1n, vp, Vn in terms of 8, eJ and K [19]: 
v 1.1 8K 
~ = -y 82 K2 + 2eJ2 K + - (3.51b) 
f.1p 2 2 
Vn 1 . 1 8K - = -y 82K2 + 2eJ2 K - -
f.1n 2 2 
(3.51c) 
If the parameters 8, eJ and K are specified as inputs, the variance-gamma process corresponding 
to a Brownian subordination with drift 8 and volatility eJ can be represented by the above 
two gamma processes, and thus by simulating these two gamma processes, sample paths of the 
variance-gamma process can be constructed. 
Csing the fact that the variance-gamma process is equivalent in distribution to the difference 
of the above two gamma processes, an alternate parameterisation of the Levy measure can be 
obtained: 
v(dx) - Ixl 
{ 
Cexp(Gx) dx (x < 0) 
- _C_e---,xp,-,~_-_A_l x--'-) dx (x > 0) 
(3.52) 
where, 
C -1 =K: (3.53) 
G - (V182 2 1 2 8K)_1 - - K + -eJ K - -
422 
(3.54) 
M= ( (3.55) 
These parameters have the same starting letters as the surnames of Carr, Geman and l\Iadan, 












3.4 The normal inverse Gaussian process 
The normal inverse Gaussian process is a process built by subordinating a Brownian motion 
with an inverse Gaussian subordinator. The process was introduced by Barndorff<'\ielsen [10] 
in 1995 and has since then been studied by himself (see [9, 8] for example) and others (including 
Rydberg [72]. Eberlein et. al [30,31,32]). It is a process which is knmYn as a normal variance-
mean mixture where the mixing density is the inverse Gaussian distribution. This means that the 
process has normally distributed increments, conditional on an inverse Gaussian time change. 
The normal inverse Gaussian distribution typically has 4 parameters (a,3, fL, 5) [9] and the 
density function is given by (3.59). The normal inverse Gaussian process can also be viewed as a 
superposition of weighted independent Poisson processes, with weights of all sizes occurring, but 
mostly dominated by weights which are 'numerically small' [9]. The normal inverse Gaussian 
(:,\IG) process can also be defined in terms of parameters e, (7 and K as for the variance-gamma 
process. This is because the inverse Gaussian process is also a subordinator. The l'\IG process 
is defined from this point of view: 
Definition 3.4 (:'\ormal inverse Gaussian process). Let X t be a real valued, one dimensional, 
arithmetic Brownian motion, with drift e and volatility (7, so that X (t; '-'.)) = et + (7 B (t; u)) and let 
I(t: u), a, 3) = I t (a, 3) be a one dimensional inverse Gaussian subordinator. Define the process 
Y(t;w) = X(It(a,p):u)) = eIt(a, (3) +(7B(It (a, (3); u)). yt is a normal inverse Gaussian process. 
A derivation of the probability density function, as with the variance-gamma process, follows 
from using the conditional Gaussian representation of the :,\IG process. Thus, the process is 
described by the same parameters as the variance-gamma process. Since the conditional process, 
XtlIt=y = ey + (7 y1jZ, the conditional density function of this 'calibrated' process (Xt ) II( t) = y 
would be given by: 
1 [ (x - ey)2] 
fX(t)II(t)=y(x) = J21FY(7 exp - 2(72y (3.56) 
The unconditional density (in terms of x) is then obtained by integrating out the y variable: 
(3.57) 
The calculation methodology is similar to the variance-gamma case. :'\otice that the exponential 
term under the integral contains a term of the form (y-l + y). By shuffling terms around, taking 
out constant terms and grouping the others correctly, an intelligent substitution similar to (3.36) 
can be made. This is done because the (y-l + y) term is present in the modified Bessel functions 
(of the second kind3 ), whose integral representation is given by (3.42). To uncomplicate the 
integraL the following substitution is required: 
p(y) = (3.58) 
The probability density function of the NIG process (after simplification) looks as follows, 
(3.59) 





















3 ---4 8/132 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
The use of these transformations can be used to tidy up (3.59) and obtain the expression given 
by Barndorff-Xielsen [9]: 
5KI (aV52 + x2) 
gNIG(x;a,;3,5) =0' )5
2 
2 exp{3x+5,} (3.62) 
7r +x 
The first bit of (3.62) is the normalising constant for the density. One nice feature of (3.62) 
is that it provides a simple interpretation of the nature of each parameter: 0' is the shape 
parameter, }1(= 0 in this case) is the location parameter, ;3 is an asymmetry parameter and 5 is a 
scale parameter. The parameters satisfy 0 ::; 1.31 ::; 0', }1 E ~ and 5 > O. Authors such as Cont & 
Tankov [25, 79] typically work in terms of the 8,13, K parameterisation, while Barndorff-Nielsen 
[9] and others typically work in terms of (a,;3,}1, 5) parameters. Conditional normality means 
that increments of X over an interval of length t, are normally distributed, with mean 8y and 
variance 13 yffi. Thus, 
X(t)IIt=y = 8y + Ijy'yZ (3.63) 
where Z '" N(O, 1), lE[y] = t and Var[y] = t/52 . Z is independent of y. From this. the cumulants 
(or more importantly the central moments) of the ~IG process can be calculated. Taking 
(conditional) expectation yields: 
(3.64) 
as with the variance-gamma process, and this enables one to calculate central moments of the 
XIG process, given in (3.65). 
C nder the (8,13, K) parameterisation, these cumulants are [25]: 
CI = lE[Xt ] = 8t C2 = Var[Xt ] = t(1j2 + 82K) 
C3 = 38Kt(1j2 + 82K) C4 = 3Kt(1j4 + 584K2) + 181j282K2 
(3.65a) 
(3.65b) 
Central moments relate quite nicely to cumulants, Cn, and it is possible to relate C3 and C4 to 
the ske\\'ness and kurtosis of an :\,"IG process. This is done as follows: 
Moment Generating Function 
C4 + 3c~ 
Var[XtF 
(3.66) 
The class of normal inverse Gaussian distributions that have fixed values of 0' and 5 form an 
exponential model with canonical parameter ;3 and x as canonical statistic. This makes it 
possible to write down the moment generating function as: 
~\I(u; 0',3, 5) = exp [5{ va2 _;32 - va2 - (3 + u)2}] 
= exp [5h - va2 - (3 + u)2}] 
(3.67) 
(3.68) 
Therefore the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis can be defined in terms of these parameters, 
required when a subordination based Brownian motion approach of simulating a .:\IG process is 
not considered. 












The characteristic exponent is given by [25]: 
(3.69) 
Levy measure 
The normal inverse Gaussian process has Levy measure [25]: 
(3.70) 
Infinite divisibility and limiting cases 
The following relation holds for the addition of two independent variables following a ~IG 
distri bution: 
(3.71) 
The :\IG distribution is infinitely divisible. It is also the only process in the general hyperbolic 
(see next section) family of distributions that is closed under convolution, even though the latter 
class still form an infinitely divisible family of distributions. Certain well known distributions 
can be recovered as special (or limiting) cases of the :,\IG distribution: 
If 3 = 0, a ---4 x with [) / a ---4 0-2 then the distribution tends to a normal distribution N (J-l, 0-2 ). 
The Cauchy distribution is the special case ;'\IG(O,O,LO). 
3.5 The generalised inverse Gaussian process 
The inverse Gaussian distribution (3.13) can be generalised to what is known as the generalised 
inverse Gaussian distribution. The additional or 'generalising' parameter is given by A E lR and 
the density function looks as follows [76]: 
(3.72) 
Both [) and r must be non-negative and cannot simultaneously both be equal to O. The charac-
teristic function is: 
(3.73) 
where K>.. is the modified Bessel function of the second kind with index A. Infinite divisibility 
of this distribution was shown by Barndorff-~ielsen and Halgreen [11]. Cse of process of this 
type dates as far back as 1953 when 1. J. Good used them to study the population frequencies 
of certain species [41]. A standard reference work for the generalised inverse Gaussian distri-
bution is J0rgenson [53]. The generalised inverse Gaussian distribution is used extensively in 
geostatistics and the distribution was popularised by Barndorff-:\ielsen. It is also known as the 
Sichel distribution, after Dr. Herbert Sichel one of the pioneers of this distribution. Both the 












3.6 The generalised hyperbolic family of distributions 
The normal inverse Gaussian distribution is nested in a larger class of distributions known as the 
class of 'general hyperbolic' distributions. These distributions in turn, belong to an even bigger 
class known as extended generalised r-convolutions, which will not be elaborated on any further. 
Barndorff<'\ielsen [8] derived the generalised hyperbolic distribution as a mean-variance mixture 
of the normal distribution and the generalised inverse Gaussian distribution. The distribution 
was introduced as a model for the grain size distribution of wind blown sand. Subclasses of this 
process used for financial modelling are the Hyperbolic distribution (Eblerlein & Keller [29]) 
and the normal inverse Gaussian process (introduced by Barndorff-Xielsen in 1995). It is used 
in economics in particular for risk management applications as well as the modelling of financial 
markets. Its probability density function is given by 
hCH(X; A, a, (3, 6, J-L) = a(A, a, (3, 6, J-L)(62 + (x - J-L)2)(.x-~)/2e3(x-!1) 
XK.x-l/2 (ajp + (x - J-L)2) 
'where the normalisation constant is given as: 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
The parameters can be interpreted in the same way as they were for the normal inverse Gaus-
sian distribution. The additional parameter A E lR plays a role in the classification of certain 
subclasses while having considerable influence over the concentration of mass in the tails. The 
characteristic function is [76] 
(3.76) 
Barndorff-Xielsen [9], claims that the normal inverse Gaussian distribution can approximate 
most general hyperbolic processes reasonably well and has the additional feature of being able 
to describe observations with considerably heavier tail behaviour than that characterising the 
hyperbolic shape (log linear rate of decrease). Also, the normal inverse Gaussian distribution 
possesses more tractable probabilistic properties than the hyperbolic distributions and so seems 
to be a more useful and likely choice for modelling. Special cases and limiting functions include 
the following distributions [25]: 
• \Vhen 6 ~ x and 6/ a ~ 0- 2 the normal distribution is recovered. 
• For A = L the process corresponds to the hyperbolic distribution. For this distribution, 
the logarithm of its density is a hyperbola (the same is true for the GH process) - hence 
the name. 
• The normal inverse Gaussian process is the special case A 
gamma process is given when 6 = 0 and J-L = O. 
-1/2, while the variance-
• Student t distributions are obtained when A < 0, and a = 3 = J-L = 0 
3.7 a-stable Levy Processes 











Definition 3.5 (Stable distribution). A random variable X E ~d is said to have a stable 
distribution if for every a > 0 there exists a b(a) > 0 and c(a) E ~d such that: 
<l>x(z)a = <l>x(zb(a))e ic .z (3.77) 
It has strictly stable distribution if 
(3.78) 
Definition 3.6 (Selfsimilar Levy processes). A Levy process is said to be selfsimilar if 
( 
X at ) d 1/0. = (Xtk~o 
a t~O 
Va> 0, (3.79) 
The Levy measure of a stable process is generally given as follows: 
A B 
v(x) = xo.+11Ix>O + IxI0.+11Ix<O (3.80) 
The characteristic function has the following form: 
<l> ) _ { exp {-O'o.l z lo.(l - i;3sgn(z) tan 11'n +iuz)}, a i= 1 
s(z - exp{-O'lzl(l+i;3~sgn(z)loglzl)+iuz)}, a=l (3.81) 
where a E (0,2], 0' 2': 0, ;3 E [-1,1] and J-L E~. A stable distribution in this parameterisation 
is denoted by 50.(0', ,3, v). Here, 0' is the scale parameter5 , J-L is the shift parameter6 and ;3 is its 
skewness. When both ;3 = 0 and J-L = 0, X is said to have a symmetric stable distribution, in 
which case the characteristic function is given by: 
wx(z) = exp( -O'o.lzlo.) (3.82) 
From (3.80) it is possible to realise that a-stable distributions on ~ never admit a second 
moment. and only admit a first moment if a > 1. There are only three cases in which the 
density of an a-stable law is known: 
• 52(0',0, J-L): The Gaussian distribution with law (symmetric around mean and in nonstan-
dard parameterisation) 




• 51/ 2 (0', 1. J-L): The Levy distribution: This distribution is concentrated on (J-L, ex:;) and has 
lmv 
( 0' ) 1/2 1 {O'} -- exp - lIx> 27r (x - J-L)3/2 2(x - J-L) 11 
(3.85) 
Even though closed form solutions for the probability densities are only known for these three 
specific cases, there are closed form algorithms (see Section 4.4) for simulating random variables 
on ~ regardless of the values of the parameters [25, 7]. One sided stable processes - processes 
with positive or negative jumps only - arise in the cases where ;3 = ±1. 
This class of processes was studied by Paul Levy in the 1920·s. Since then these distributions 
have been applied in economics, finance, communications systems and cosmology [71]. 
5 and has nothing to do with the variance when a < 2 











3.8 The Tempered Stable Process 
The tempered stable process is an extension of stable processes through 'tempering' of the 
larger jumps. This happens by multiplication of the Levy measure by means of a monotonically 
decreasing function - typically the exponential function. The behaviour of the small jumps 
remains more or less unchanged, while the bigger jumps are reduced in frequency when compared 
to the stable case. The tempered stable subordinator has Levy measure and Laplace exponent 
given by [25]: 
ce->'x 
v(x) = -+1 lIx>o x Oo -
£(u) = { cr(-OO)[(A - u)Oo - AOo ] 
clog(1- U/A) 
(a i- 0) 
(a = 0) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
where c and A are positive constants and 0 ::; a < 1. The case a = 0 is simply the gamma 
process, and is included even though the gamma process cannot be obtained by exponential 
tilting of a stable process. By time changing an independent Brownian motion with a tempered 
stable subordinator, one obtains the normal tempered stable process. The density is generally 
not known, although it does admit a series representation. The characteristic function is given 
by: 
¢TS(U; /'C, a, b) = exp(ab - a(b1/ K - 2iu)") (3.88) 
The distribution is infinitely divisible. Its series representation is given by[76]: 
. _ 1 l/k 1 ~ k-1' r(ktc + 1) kK+1 ( X )-kK-1 
hs(x, /'C, a, b) - exp(ab - -b x)~/k L....( -1) sm(k7rK) k' 2 ~/k 
2 21W . a 
k=l 
(3.89) 
Both the gamma distribution (/'C -; 0) and the inverse Gaussian (K = 0.5) distribution are special 
cases of the TS process. 
The class of tempered stable distributions were proposed by Tweedie [80] and have been used 
in survival analysis. They have also been studied by Hougaard [-15] and Barndorff-~ielsen et. 
al. In generaL stable distributions have always been overlooked because of the fact that their 
densities scarcely have a closed form solution. With technological advances and computational 
improvements, simulating these processes and approximating them numerically have become 
very reasonable options and they are worth looking into as models for financial markets. 
3.9 The CGMY Process 
This process is a generalisation of the variance-gamma process, which can be formulated in 
terms of three parameters C, G and M, by introducing a fourth parameter, Y. This parameter 
allows a whole class of infinite activity but finite variation Levy processes to be created. The 
CG;"IY process was introduced by Carr et al [20] and can be extended to a six parameter case. 
The Levy measure is given by: 
(d ) IxlHY x X 
{ 
Cexp(Gx)d « 0) 
V X = Cexp(-Mx)d 
x HY X (x > 0) 
(3.90) 
The variance-gamma process is recovered for Y = 0, and this class of processes also serves as 
a generalisation of the model due to Kou, obtained when Y = -1. A closed form solution 











For the case where the process has finite variation, excluding the variance-gamma process, the 
characteristic function is given as: 
(3.91) 
"where r is the risk-neutral drift, q is the dividend yield and J1 is the real world drift of a particular 
stock. The C parameter is a measure of the overall activity of the process. while parameters 
G and ~'v1 control for the skewness. Lastly, Y is a measure of the fine structure of the process. 
The easiest way to simulate the process is by means of a Poisson process approximation plus 
a Gaussian component to account for the small jumps (when Y > 0). The CG::'fY process is 
useful for simulating infinite activity but finite variation processes which differ from (are more 
general than) the variance-gamma process. The greater flexibility there is compensated for by 
the fact that they require considerably greater effort to simulate properly. 
3.10 The Meixner Process 
This process was introduced by Schoutens and Teugels [77] with Grigelionis [42] proposing its 
use for modelling stock returns. The density of the ::\leixner distribution }vt(O', /3,6) is given by: 
2cos(;3j2)2J (bX) 1 ( iX) 12 
f.vr (x; 0',3, 6) = 2mrr(26) exp ~ r 6 + -;;- (3.92) 
The parameters have the following restrictions: a > 0, -Ti < 3 < Ti,6 > O. The characteristic 
function looks as follows: 
, ( cos(;3/2) ) 26 
9M = cosh((O'u - i(3)/2) (3.93) 
The moments of the ::\leixner process lead to the following expressions for mean. variance, 
skewness and kurtosis [75]: 
J1 = O'6tan(;3/2) 
0'26 
CJ2 = T(cos-2(;3j2)) 
r; = sin(;3/2)V26-1 






The ::'leixner process is easily seen to be infinitely divisible since for any positive integer n,rPM is 
also the nth power of a characteristic function (a ::'leixner process with parameters (O',;3,6/n)) 
[75]. Thus, the :"leixner process can be associated with a Levy process. It can be shown [42] 
that the ::'leixner process has no Brownian component, and a pure jump part governed by the 
Levy measure: 
v(dx) = 6 exp(;3x/O') dx 
x sinh(Tix/ a) 
The first parameter in the Levy triplet is: 
/,
x sinh(3x/O') 
1= O'6tan(;3j2) - 26 . ( /) dx 
1 smh TiX a 
(3.95) 
(3.96) 
The process is, however, not of finite variation since J21 Ixlv(dx) = x. The ::\loment Generating 











exist. The ::\Ieixner process has semi-heavy tails making it suitable for asset modelling. It 
originates from the theory of orthogonal polynomials. The :'Ieixner (1, 2( - 7r, 6) distribution is 
the measure of the ::\Ieixner-Pollaczek polynomials [75]. It turns out that the monic variation of 
these polynomials are martingales for the l\feixner process (a = 1, ( = (3 + 7r) /2,6 = 1). The 
::\Ieixner distribution is a special case of the generalised-z distributions. an infinitely divisible 
family of processes defined through their characteristic functions. The generalised-z distributions 
and the generalised-hyperbolic distribution form non-intersecting sets. 
The ::\Ieixner process is also related to an infinite sum of independent gamma processes. The 
process defined by (Biane, Pitman and Yor [14]): 
c _ 2 ~ rn,t 
t - 7r2 ~ (n _ 1.) 2 
n=l 2 
(3.97) 
has a Laplace transform (because it is a subordinator): 
lE[exp(-71Cd] = ( \nu)t 
cosh 2u 
(3.98) 
and a resulting time changed Brownian motion Bet follows a A1 (2,0, t, 0) distribution [75]. 













Simulation from Statistical 
Distributions 
In a financial modeling context, sampling from statistical distributions is almost surely un-
avoidable. This arises from the fact that much of the underlying mathematics is dravvn from 
probability theory thus requiring a vast collection of quantitative techniques such as the simu-
lation of random variables from specific types of distributions. In many cases this necessitates 
using specific algorithms and attempting to implement these methods on a computer effectively. 
In this, it is also hoped that the abstract and intricately complex models can be bridged with the 
reaL everyday world of finance without losing too much in the translation - still making these 
models relevant enough to be used on a daily basis. The ability and efficiency of the algorithms 
to simulate from the desired statistical distributions is key to the overall strength of the model 
- as is so often said: 'a chain is only as strong as its weakest link'. Often, modellers, for the 
sake of convenience, choose to settle for something which 'works' and are more concerned with 
the end product or result and not necessarily how accurate the 'working' process has actually 
been. Such a naive 'black-box' style approach to modelling can be hazardous, and can lead to 
vastly spurious and incorrect results. 
It is also important to be aware of the dimensionality of the problem at hand. This depends on 
how the problem and model in question are set up, but is affected by two quantities: the number 
of assets and number of time steps used in the model. It is not uncommon to observe financial 
engineering problems with a high dimensionality. The square root convergence of ;\Ionte Carlo, 
methods mentioned in Chapter 1, can only be improved on by use of superior sampling meth-
ods or, under special circumstances, Quasi-;\lonte Carlo methods. It may even be possible to 
reduce the dimensionality of a problem to the effective dimensionality by means of a principal 
components analysis and this is certainly an area for further investigation. 
This chapter begins with a survey of uniform number generators and suggests that the :\Iersenne 
Twister is the algorithm of choice, since it is fast, can be used for high-dimensional problems and 
has a practically infinite period. Then, some attention is given to the theory and construction 
of low discrepancy sequences and how they can be used to reduce variance and improve conver-
gence. Their application is not always fruitfuL however, The issue of sampling from non-uniform 
distributions is then tackled; firstly by discussing various transformation techniques for uniform 
variates, and then by giving algorithms which have proven to be useful for the purposes of this 
dissertation. The theory of certain algorithms such as :\Iarsaglia and Tsang's gamma generator 










4.1 Pseudo-random number generation 
There is a crucial reliance on techniques involving the transformation of uniform random vari-
ables in simulating from different statistical distributions in a random fashion. Therefore, first 
and foremost. it is of utmost importance that reliable and accurate uniform sampling techniques 
are used. If a poor underlying uniform distribution sampling technique is used then this will 
result in poor transformed variates. Various different and well documented methods for gener-
ating uniform variates exist, and many software packages these days come equipped with the 
ability to generate pseudo-random numbers. However, anyone remotely serious about perform-
ing :\Ionte Carlo simulations would be advised to spend some time investigating the possibility of 
including their own serious random number generator, as it is not necessarily given that software 
developers have done their homework and put in a decent uniform random number generator, 
Generating uniformly generated numbers requires a lot of careful attention and is remarkably 
simple to do badly, thus reliance on built in generators should be tentative at best. 
The standard random number generator in l\Iatlab from version 7.4 onwards, for example, 
is the :\Iersenne Twister, which falls into the category of pseudorandom number generators 
known in the literature as generalised feedback shift register generators (GFSR). Its authors, 
:\1. :\Iatsumoto and T. Xishimura [65], claim that it exhibits equidistribution properties in 623 
dimensions. This has important implications for ~Ionte Carlo simulation in that the higher this 
embedding dimension. the safer the underlying number generator will be. In addition to reflect-
ing the fact that this generator belongs to the 'twisted' GFSR class, its name also captures the 
property that its period is a ~Iersenne number (a prime number which can be written as 2n - 1, 
for some n E N). The period of the l\fersenne Twister is 219,937 - 1: an awfully large number 
'which practically can be assumed to be infinite. As Peter Jackel puts it in [49]: 
"In order to give you a feeling for this number, imagine that we started at the time of 
the creation of the universe a computer producing 1 billion numbers per second from 
the Mersenne twister sequence. The fraction of the full period that this computer 
would have produced by now is a decimal number with 5975 digits of zeros behind 
the decimal point, prior to any non-zero digits. In other words, this computer could 
continue to draw numbers for many thousand lifecycles of your average solar system 
between its formation and collapse into a black hole before beginning again." 
The default in earlier versions of l'viatlab (from version 6 onwards) is to use a method due to 
George :\Iarsaglia, a generator belonging to the class "subtract-with-borrow". The simplest 
form of all these generators being mentioned here is the Linear Congruential Generator, In 
these generators, each single number determines its successor, The form of the generator [39] is 
(with 0 :S Xi < m): 
Xi ~ (aXi-1 + c) (mod m) ( 4.1) 
Here m is known as the modulus, a is the multiplier and c is the increment. Here. a and c do not 
need to be less than m, since it is always possible to find a', d < m such that ax + c ~ a' x' + c' 
mod m). The pseudo-random number in this case is given by ~. A few properties of a LCG are 
that, firstly, they can have at most period m. This will only happen if c and m are relatively 
prime. for example. The ability of LCG's to produce decent pseudo-random numbers depends 
critically on the choice of c, m and a. For :\Ionte Carlo simulations. these types of generators 
are not recommended since the successive values exhibit serial correlation, which can easily be 
tested in a program such as l\Iatlab or MSExcel. Thus for the purposes of this dissertation they 
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the number of drmys from N which are in S(y). This is written, mathematically as: 
N 
nS(y) = L ][riES(y) 
i=l 
N d 
= L II ][Yk2: r ik 
i=l k=l 
In the limit as N ----; x, a definite requirement of the generator is perfect homogeneity, meaning 
that for a perfectly homogeneous and uniform distribution on a unit hypercube, the probability 
of being in a sub domain is equal to the volume of that subdomain. 
d 
1· nS(y) II 1m -- = Yi 
N~oc N 
i=l 
So, for a given y, one can compare ns(y)/N with the volume of S(y), which leads to a quantifi-
cation of this notion of discrepancy. Using the L2-norm, one obtains 
Similarly using the Loc-norm, another discrepancy measure can be defined: 
d 
D~) = sup nS(y) - II Yk 
yE[O,ljd N k=l 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
By the nature of the underlying norms involved, one can state that D~) 2': TJ~)' but in practice 
evaluation of the Loc -norm is tedious. Here, a number-theoretical definition of a low-discrepancy 
sequence is given: 
Definition 4.1 (Low-discrepancy sequence). A sequence in [0, l]d is said to be a low-discrepancy 
sequence if for all N > 1 the first N points in the sequence satisfy 
D(d) < c(d) (In N)d 
N - N (4.3) 
for some constant c(d) which depends only on d [49]. 
The idea here is that low discrepancy sequences have the points on a unit hypercube spaced 
and stretched out as far as possible such that they are equidistributed. They aim to cover this 
unit hyperplane consistently, fairly and evenly. In doing this they become serially correlated. A 
discussion on various types of low discrepancy numbers is now presented. Good reading sources 
for these sequences are Jackel [49] and Glasserman [40]. 
4.2.1 Halton Numbers 
The Halton number sequence is simply a higher dimensional extension of a sequence known as the 
van der Corput sequence, introduced in 1935 by J. G. van der Corput. It was shown by Neider-
reiter [70] (Theorem 3.6) which proves that all such sequences are low-discrepancy sequences. It 
is constructed by simply reversing the base n representation of the sequence of natural numbers. 











which are simply the reversed binary forms of 1,2,3,4,5, .... Although one can technically do 
this for any base n. a prime integer base can be chosen so as to reduce pairwise asymptotic 
periodicity. When (possibly more than one) prime base is used, the resulting sequence is called 
a Halton sequence. 
For a d-dimensional Halton sequence, d prime numbers must be chosen and some initial seed 
of a sequence, ,0, E N must be specified. Then each draw of the Halton sequence is calculated 
as follows: 
• For that particular element of the sequence, ,(n), calculate the representation of that 
integer in each of the prime bases. In other words find the coefficients ak in the associated 
prime base: 
,(n) = L akiP~-l 
k=l 
(4.4a) 
• Invert the sequence of calculated coefficients, and use these as multipliers of fractions in 
the prime number base. This then yields the Halton number for that particular prime 
base, for the draw ,(n): 
(4.4b) 
Example 4.1. The following example may help to make things slightly clearer. Suppose we 
wish to find the Halton number corresponding to the integer 63 using the prime number 5 as 
the base. In this base, 63 has the following representation: 
63 = 2.52 + 2.51 + 3.50 
= 2235 
Thus to calculate the corresponding Halton number. invert 2235 to obtain 0.3225, and convert 
this to a decimal number: 
322 
0.3225 = 5 + 25 + 125 
= 0.696010 
Thus the corresponding Halton number is 0.6960. Vse of a different prime base will produce a 
totally different Halton number. To generate a d-dimensional pseudo-random vector, the same 
expansion of one particular integer is carried out to d different prime bases. The Halton number 
associated with 63 expanded to base 7 is 0.21. Thus, a 2-dimensional Halton number draw could 
be associated with prime bases 5 and 7, and the pseudo-random vector would then be [0.696, 
0.21]. Generally, consecutive prime bases are used, so a d-dimensional Halton number draw 
would use the first d prime numbers. 
Halton numbers work relatively well for low dimensions, but they fail to cover the unit hypercube 
at all well for high dimensions. Part of the reason is that in using higher dimensionality, the 
space (or volume, if you like) required to be filled becomes very large. Also, for bigger prime 
bases, the period of the associated Halton sequences become large and thus more iterations are 
required to cover the unit hypercube. This can be seen graphically in Figure 4.3 Finally, the 
correlation of these sequences becomes unacceptably high, for high dimensions as can easily be 
verified by a simple scatterplot of two of the higher dimensions. 
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F1GUltE 4.2: Scatt..- 1'10\ of 2 dimen,ionHl lc",- prime h.",,, jj~lton ""'llJ"nc(' 
PHJh~hl;- the "T>1ll1hled I !altoll """j rl~nCt' - u,illl', 'p<:'<:ial Jlred~tcrr" in"" perTllutations (S<'C Faure 
""qrlCIlCC1!j of the codlici~nt, ohtain"" in conHl'Ucting th~ standard sequence. ,\no<he .. option 
j , to usc randomly shuffled w"ions of the stand ar<i i- dimensional "",!uen('e in ('on,truding 
highe .. dimensional sequences_ Also. lor lar~er prime llllmber h.e>, r~~,ollahly llUg~ ',,,rling 
~s <hould be U'M to "s,c." in a",i(lillg the intr(~lrlct ioll of llllIlc<:e,,,,,r;- c orr~lation" . Finall;-. 
~ Imp.,,1 Halt"" ''''11'"''':" ('1\Jl I", ('OIl,I TIlct",1 which multipli "" each tcrTII ill the input imcgeT 
:.<'quencc or Grey coo' by a constant numhcr which i, rdatively prime to all the p,ime intege .. 
b"-,,-,,, king uwd, 
4.2.2 Faure Sequences 
Th= arc "imilar to (hc JlalloH :.<'quenc ,," in many ways, bue thcy on!>' make usc of on~ ba.o;e 
100" nil <limen,i())" all(1 (h~~ uS<' perIlJutatioll' 01 the vector element, for each dirnen,ion, The 
b,,' e of a ~-aurc ",quenee is the ,malles, prime, la .. gH than 01' equ~1 lo the dimen"ionality of 
the problem; lot· a ,,0 ,iim"",ional problem the F~ure ,equell('~ will ,,,e ,h~ j!rim~ numb~r 5;l, 
whil~ the HlIl lon ''''I"enC' e will ""~ the lirM ,)(j pr iIlJe )mmbe,,_ The 5111. pTime llu IlJbeT i" 2Z'J 
FlI.nre ""(jll~nc~' "lifeT a "imil~r probl~IlJ of , 1m: g~lleratiOll ,peoo on all illcre"'ingly Ii~er grid 01 
th~ ullit hypercube wilh nIl incrcase ill dimension &lthoogh th e problem is sligh' ly ameliorated 
because Faure ,cqueDces &!ways ll"" smalle" prime DHmb .. ",. 
Il ecmiering 'he ,equenC'~ wj,hin ~1I.d, dim~ll.,ion hdpI! to T",l uc e 'O!lJ ~ of t h~ cOO"rel ation prohlems 
indue"l by hiVl dim~ll.,jonali'y. Th~ "ll',orithm ,""" the "allJC "tyle equation" I',iven by (4 .4), hue 










I'JGL'RE ·1.3: Scatter ph uf ~ dimelL,iunallti~h prime ~ ilal""'L '""'IuelLee 
To '''e ,h~ Ilbow ""ur:;ive fonnulll, g~"erllu the Ii",t dimell"io" lL,iIl g a t..,ic ,"rn ,in C",!,,!!. 
""lue""", wit h [he '~l11e 1""", a, the d""ired Fan,., ,eqnerlce. ~ndl h"n r"nrd~r t h~ lLnrnbe ns n,ilLg 
tlle a1~lH' t'qnaliorl for t he higher diltL~n,ions . J ani( a11l1 Galar,,;i [5U[ report that Faure 8CqUen,'e, 
can exhihit clu.;tering around "erO. IIlld to avoid thi' it b mggffited that the lir't (b" -·1) roint, 
I\J'~ droppffi . .'-:ef'd1"" 10 ,a),. (h~ Faure ,equellce' do tend [0 diol'l~y th~ ,am~ 1.llLl'lell.'WLt COr-
r~lation d,aracler;"ti" fm high dil11ensi(~". l1lakinx their llse lc,;s desirable. 
Faure him""lf imroduc~d thffie ""l.U~IlC'" '~4J II.IId showed thll.\ (Ley ",er~ low-di,crepancy ,e--
quen",""" Th~ con:;tan( c(d) in (4,3) C~Il he ,howrl to "nl,. depewl 0" d alJ(l n(>I, on "- a,well a"d 
it [~nd, [,0 zero very quickly iII COIHra'" tn TlllllOll >,e(lller,"", [3-1, "UJ 
4.2.3 Sobol' Sequences 
'n'",e Se(I"~r,,'", were irltmdu<'OO 1,,- T Sobol' in 1~75 [781 Although they are similar to the 
previous two typal of number ,;oquenccs. the Sobul' number< haw a ,lightly mor~ involwd 
con"rllctioll. ~nd car~ful ~lt~mioo i, l'~(J ,J.ir"d in the l'rogl'ammirlg to ~"t il righl. Like "h~ 
Fall,., ~nd lhlion ""IU""Cef, the Sobol' ,equeI,"'" a re 1".'ed on the Yan der em]>u\ se<l"er,"~. 
The dilfer~nc~ i, thllt ,h~ Sobol' "'''In''lL''", are CLm,(1w'ted ndnsiwly in h",,~ 1. F al)T~ st'qucn,'c,; 
are (U, d) se<I'Wnc,", in a basc at leas, as large as d, The first dimen,;ional Sobol' 'ffluence i.< 1:hu, 
1Ile"lical In ,he ,"m ,I" Corp,,1 st'quen,'e in base 2. The hii(her dimensional scquenc"," again are 
pcnllutatiolls (,f the sequcnce of the firs, dimen<ion. and a" a rffiult of the ,horter cycle j~ngth 
dlle to the usc of bib'" 2 there i.< a computational tilJl~ advB.lltag~ and tLe arithmer-ic is effid~lll 
com p ut at i onall y, 
'TI,e J",nnutll.linllS thems.lvcs depend on a set of direction numbel''' "I = ';l/. The ValUffi for 










the Galois field (GF) of order t\VO [66]. As a starting point for these polynomials, a definition is 
required. 
Definition 4.2. Two integers i and j are said to be congruent with respect to the modulus m, 
iff the difference i - j is divisible by m. This is expressed as: 
i .£ j (mod m) 
A polynomial P(z) of degree 9 is considered an element of the ring GF[m, z] of polynomials over 
the finite field G F[m], if it is assumed that all the coefficients ak E G F[m]. 
9 
P(z) = L ak zg- j 
j=O 
This means that all algebra on the coefficients ak must be carried out modulo m. Such a 
polynomial is considered to be irreducible modulo m if there are no two other (non-constant) 
polynomials Q(z) and R(z) which are not equal to P(z) such that: 
P(z) .£ Q(z)R(z) 
An irreducible polynomial modulo m in GF[m, z] is the equivalent of a prime number in the set 
of integers. The order of a polynomial P( z) modulo m is given by the smallest positive integer q 
for which P( z) divides zq - 1. An irreducible polynomial of degree 9 is considered to be primitive 
modulo m if it has order m g - 1. 
For each of the dimensions d the basis of number generation is given by direction numbers of 
which there is one for each of the b bits. Associated with each dimension k E {I, ... , d} is a 
primitive polynomial Pd and the first 9 direction numbers l can be chosen freely. Once these 
have been chosen the remaining direction numbers from 9 + 1 to b are chosen by means of a 
recurrence relation defined from (4.2.3). These are determined as follows: 
(4.6) 
where 82 denotes XOR (exclusive or) addition modulo 2 without carrying. ::\ote that 2: ffi2 also 
denotes a whole series of XOR additions. In a nutshell constructing a Sobol' sequence consists 
of the following steps: 
• Choose a starting integer, randomly, as the starting seed of the sequence; 
• Calculate the Grey Code of ,. This is defined as Gb) = ,82 h/2]. Then convert Gb) 
to its binary representation; 
• Perform a bitwise XOR sum of the direction numbers associated with the digits of Gb) 
which are different from zero (counting from right to left). For example if digits 1 and 4 
in G(x) are different from zero, then an XOR sum must be done on the first and fourth 
direction numbers; 
• Convert this number back to a decimal number - this is the first Sobol' number in that 
particular dimension. 










The i<l)""e ~lgori()Jlll ['IllL be improved llj><Hl lo redll('e (·olllplLl.al.i(Hl~1 ,illle (All'''II''V)..- Si<l.,.", 
1979 [5]) yct. "'hil~ Sobol" lllJmi:>cr ~~neration ;. computationally Clll ick("t" than th~ Halton 0.-
Faure methods. it i, not without it' probl~m'_ From a correlation point of vie,,', Jang and 
Gahnri 1,)0] ,howe<! that Sobol' 'equenc.,,; ptes.erve theil ,mif"nni,} ptopenie,; teawnably well 
lljJ to a dimen"ion "f WU, bm in the,.. high-dimen,;iOlLi<l 'l~le' 'he S"h,,]' 'Ll lmber< lewl to repeat 
\hem,.,)v,.,; aero," dimell,;ioll' lel«liIIg to dus\eriIIg,;, OIle wa:.- lo deal with thi,; i, t" dis(,ard lhe 
~""t n point" wh("t"c n i, 'om~ arbitrary int'"1':er (Ho,,-k Rroadi~ k Glw",nnall in a paper written 
in 19% sugg~'t ,,= 51), 
i;"ing a routine ,,"ril\en in "!atl~b [1 i, ~1)i)J Sohol ' nll"Lb",," in J ti dim~ll,iOll' (00 :J~UCH.J nll"Lb,',," 
in total) were g~nerated in a time of 1.5~,j ""cond.;; on a Intel Centrino 1.5GHz Pentium .\1 
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4,3 Extending sampling beyond the uniform distribution 
Once Ol1e hw a mew", of obtaillin~ a 'cqll~ncc of uniform random variables, it is th~n p""iblc to 
,itrLulate random vru-iables ,,-hich follow specific (and possitl)' Meane) distributions. The three 
major method., used ~l'e 
1. lnwrse Transfonn ~Iethod 
2. A,,'eptance;' Hej<>ction tedmique< 
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1 jX [(X pl] F(x) = ~ exp - 2 dx 
21T0-2 -x 20-
( 4.10) 
Cnfortunately, integrals of this type have no closed form solution. The integral representation is 
generally known as the error function which has to be evaluated numerically. Efficient numerical 
algorithms exist (see for example work by Peter Acklam [3], or :\"umerical Recipes [1]) for 
calculating the error function, but the point is exactly that - numerical integration (or a similar 
technique) is required. This means that the inverse function can not be readily defined, since 
the inverse error function is not going to magically have a closed form solution. 
Today, even though many distributions do not permit a closed form representation of their 
CDF's, it is still possible to evaluate them numerically with remarkable efficiency[49J. This is 
largely thanks to the efficiency of computers and the modern microprocessor, and explains why 
sampling from the normal distribution these days is quick and effective. 
In general. the process works as follows: for a fixed set of distribution parameters, various points 
of the CDF can be calculated, and an interpolation table can be set up using one of many splining 
techniques (cubic, monotonicity preserving etc.). The method of sampling from this particular 
distribution would be as follows: 
• Draw a uniform random variable, 1L 
• Cse (cubic) spline interpolation to get an estimate for F- 1 
• Cse :\"ewton-Rhapson or (even better - faster convergence) Halley's method to solve 
F(x)-u=O 
Jackel [49J suggests that this method should be preferred and Gentle [39J suggests that it may 
be better than any other method. It is particularly useful if a large number of variates are 
required for a distribution with fixed parameters. However, if the parameters change from call 
to call (which does seem to be the case for most scenarios involving Levy process) setting up 
the required interpolation table each time and other overhead costs may make this method 
unfavourable. 
4.3.2 Acceptance / Rejection method 
These methods make use of a sampler density when it is difficult or impossible to calculate the 
inverse CDF. This has admittedly become less of a problem in recent years. Instead of drawing 
directly from the desired target density 7jJ(x) , one samples from a hopefully similar density ;j;(x), 
from which variates can be easily obtained. Simulation is then carried out using variates from 
the sampler density, and each function evaluation is corrected according to the likelihood ratio 
of the target density and the sampler density [49J. This, mathematically, is equivalent to saying 
the following: 
J f ( x ) 7jJ ( x ) dx = J f ( x) (~. ( x )) V ( x ) dx 7,',' (x ) (4.11) 
For this method, a sampler density, ;j;(x) , is required such that there is a scalar multiple of it 
which dominates v(x). That is, there exists a c such that c¢(x) 2 ~'(x) for all x in the domain 
of ~'. The essential idea of rejection sampling is then as follows [39, 49J: 
• Draw a variate x from the sampling density, ;j;(x) 











• Draw a uniform variate u '" U(O, 1) 
• If u· cv(x) > ~'(x) then reject this attempt and start again. 
Obviously, the speed and efficiency of the algorithm depends on how close v(x) is to ¢(x). It 
is also possible to reduce the number of computations in acceptance I rejection testing. This 
generally is achieved through the use of a 'squeeze' function [62J. ~Iost algorithms which use a 
squeeze function usually only use one below the density of interest, allowing for quicker rejection 
[39]. There are also variations on the basic method described above, including the transformed 
acceptance / rejection method [82] and l\Iarsaglia's exact-approximation method [61]. These 
sample from a density proportional to p(H(x))h(x), where H(x) = G~l(x), with G the CDF 
corresponding to the sampling density, and h(x) is the derivative of H with respect to x. These 
algorithms then return the value of H(x). The choice of H for the exact-approximation method 
is crucial to the efficiency of the algorithm: the closer it is to the inverse of the CDF of the 
target distribution, the better. These algorithms can quite readily be extended to multivarite 
situations, which is not the case with the inverse CDF method [39]. However, these algorithms 
are not without their issues: there is an implosion of the sampling yield with an increase in di-
mensionality and it is difficult to amend them to efficient application of low-discrepancy numbers 
[-19]. 
4.3.3 Ratio of Uniforms method 
A useful relationship between random variables U, V and U IV is described in Kinderman and 
~Ionahan [55]. If (U, V) is uniformly distributed over the set 
c = { (u, v); 0 ~ u ~ J h (;) } ( 4.12) 
where h is a non negative integrable function, then V IU has probability density proportional to 
h. In practice a rectangle R may be chosen which encloses C, a point in the rectangle may be 
generated and then rejected if it does not satisfy 
(4.13) 
The method is simple and easy to apply. It has been used to generate gamma, Poisson, binomial 
and student-t random variables, to name but a few [39]. It is possible to generalise the method 
to certain multivariate distributions. In certain instances, the quality of the pseudo-random 
output stream from a ratio of uniforms method can be poor. This has to do with the fact that 
the method transforms all points which lie on one line through the origin into a single number. 
The lattice structure from linear congruential generators, for example, means that these lines 
passing through the origin have regular patterns resulting in structural gaps in the output from 
the ratio-of-uniforms method. Hormann and Derflinger [44J have studied this issue and based 
on their analysis, they recommend the transformed rejection method over the ratio of uniforms 
method. The quality of the ratio of uniforms method, however. is more a function of the quality 
of the uniform generator used. 
4.4 Simulating from specific distributions 
Thus, having looked at generating uniform numbers along with methods of transforming them 











distributions. These are important since they determine the overall accuracy of the numbers 
which will ultimately be used in simulating Levy process paths. Cse of poor algorithms at this 
point, will reflect in the construction of associated Levy processes. 
4.4.1 Sampling from the normal distribution 
One of the most frequently used distributions across the statistical sciences is the Gaussian 
distribution, which is completely parameterised by two parameters: the mean and variance. 
The main challenge is to generate variates which follow the standard normal distribution, since 
these can be arbitrarily transformed to normal variates with any mean and variance. There are 
a wide variety of sampling techniques available, of which the most well known is probably the 
Box-:'Iuller algorithm. l\Iore accurate polynomial approximations have been developed [3] for 
the cumulative normal inverse which are double precision. 
Algorithm 4.1. The Box-Muller method {n}: 
If sand t are independently distributed as uniform (0,1) and: 
x = J-210g(s)cos(2nt), 
y = J-210g(s)sin(2nt) 
Then the joint distribution for x and y is given by [49] 




In other words. it is the distribution of two independent standard normal random variables. 
By noting that the trigonometric terms on the right hand side of the above expression are the 
abscissa and ordinate of a point on the perimeter of a unit circle one can construct an alternative 
method to the Box<'\Iuller method above: draw a random point from within a unit circle, and 
then use its cartesian co-ordinates (s, t) as follows: 
• Set u = s2 + t2. Check that u :S 1, then set 
• x = sJ -2 1r;,u 
• y = tJ-2 1r;,U 
To ensure that a cartesian coordinate pair is chosen so that they describe a point inside the unit 
circle, the uniform draw must take place on the interval (-1,1) = 2*(0,1) - 1, and then simply 
check the condition s2 + t2 = u :S 1, If this condition holds true then there exists a e such that 
s = yfu cos e and t = yfu sin e. It is possible to show [12] that u is uniformly distributed on [0,1] 
and that e = arctan % is uniformly distributed on [0,2n]. 
Since the area of the unit circle is n and the area of a 2 x 2 square is 4, the rejection yield is 
i ~ 0.786 [49]. The loop will succeed on the first try nearly 80% of the time. This method is 
often known as the Polar-Marsaglia method 
Jackel [49] mentions that rejection methods are quite dangerous, and should not be used in 
conjunction with low-discrepancy sequences (Section 4.2). He provides a graphical example for 
how the Box-:'Iuller method can work quite well when the underlying uniform generator is the 
:'Iersenne Twister, but when Sobol' numbers are used, the resulting scatterplot is disastrous. 
A second problem with such highly sophisticated deterministic methods is that the interaction 
of t\VO (or more) non-linear systems may undesirable interactions that are hard-to-foresee and 












Acklam's method for calculating the inverse of the standard normal cumulative 
distribution function 
Peter Acklam [3] has developed a computational algorithm for calculating the value of the 
cumulative normal inverse function, for a specific probability p. The output from the algorithm 
x has a relative error (compared to the true quantile) of less than 1.15 x 10-9 in the region where 
x 2: -38. Practically, this is feasible since the true probability of the cumulative normal density 
function when x = -38 is somewhere in the region of 2.88 x 10-15 . (The smallest number which 
can be represented by IEEE double precision arithmetic to full precision is 2.225 x 10-308 .) 
His approximation breaks the domain up into three regions: a central region, and one for each of 
the tails. In each region a different rational minimax approximations is used. The central region 
is defined to be that for which 0.02425 < p < 0.97575. One can use these rational approximations 
to produce an estimate of the desired (true) quantile x, which can then be refined using Halley's 
method (a third order root finding method, which is an extension of ;\"ewton's method and 
provides faster convergence). 
For Levy processes, random variates, from distributions other than the normal one, are required. 
The next few sections consider sampling algorithms from more general distributions. 
4.4.2 Sampling from the Poisson distribution 
Algorithm 4.2. Simulating from a Poisson distribution with parameter e, making use of the 
relation (k + 1 )lP'[N = k + 1] = lP'[ N = k] e /25j 
• Set p = exp( -e), F = p, N = 0 
• while U > F, generate U rv 1; nif[O, 1] 
1. N----+N+1 
2. p ----+ ~~ 
3. F ----+ F + P 
• RETeIL, ::\ 
Since the Poisson distribution is discrete, this algorithm calculates the value of the CDF at a 
particular point by summation of the probabilities up to a particular point, distributed uniformly 
on [0,1] as per definition of the CDF. A running counter is required and value returned by this 
counter is the quantity which follows a Poisson distribution. 
4.4.3 Sampling from the gamma distribution 
The gamma distribution possesses a very useful scaling property: if St rv Q(c, >.), then >'St rv 
Q (c, 1). Thus, it suffices to generate gamma distributed random variables for the case where 
:3 = 1 for any arbitrary value of 0:. When these parameters are put into the gamma probability 




p X = [(0:) e ( 4.17) 
The above-mentioned scaling property can then be used. Typically, two types of cases are 
considered. one where 0: < 1 and one where 0: > 1. These generally require different algorithms 











exponentiaL which has a closed form inverse cumulative distribution function. Sampling in this 
instance through the use of the inverse transform method is straightforward. One of the most 
promising methods found in this thesis, both quick and accurate, is described below. Although 
it is a rejection algorithm, it has a remarkably fast acceptance rate (which can be improved by 
making use of a 'squeeze' function). It turns out that this is the standard sampling method 
implemented in current versions of Matlab (7.0 and higher), which was the main environment 
used for simulations and calculations. The function name in ::\Iatlab is GAMRND. 
Method of G. Marsaglia and W. Tsang (2001) for simulating gamma variates 
:\Iarsaglia and Tsang (2001) [63] provide an algorithm for generating Gamma variates as the 
cube of a suitably scaled normal random variable. Therefore, at the heart of this method lie two 
crucial requirements: a good uniform random number generator and a good Gaussian random 
variable generator. 
The basic idea is to simulate random variables which follow a density yn-l e- y /[(0). To this 
end, let: 
h(x) = d(l + ex)3 ( 4.18) 
for _e- 1 < x < x. Here d = 0 - 1/3 and c = 1/J9d. If random variable X is generated 
with density h(x)n-le-h(x)h'(x)/[(o) then y = h(X) will have density yn-l e- y /[(0) (This 
is known as :\Iarsaglia's exact-approximation method, and the function used here involves the 
third power of a normal variate.) The goal is to find the representation of the function h(x). A 
simple rejection method is being dealt with here, which makes the pesky normalisation constant 
[(0), disappear. Simplifying h(x)n-le-h(xlh'(x)/[(o) and rewriting in exponential form leads 
to the observation that a random variable, whose density is a normalising constant times e9 (x), 
must be generated where: 
g(x) = dln((l + ex)3) - d(l + cx)3 + d (4.19) 
The extra d is inserted in to 9 to make e9(O) = 1. This simplification comes about as follows 
(constant terms are ignored / dropped): 
h(x)n-le-h(xlh'(x) = exp [In(h(x)n-l - h(x) + In(h'(x))] 
= exp [(0 - 1) In(d(l + ex)3) - d(l + cx)3 + In(3cd(1 + ex)2)] 
= exp [(0' - ~) In((l + ex)3) - ~ In((l + ex)3) - d(l + ex)3 + In((l + ex)2)] 
= exp [(0 - ~) In((l + ex)3) - 2In((1 + ex)) - d(l + ex)3 + 2In((1 + ex))] 
Equation (4.19) then follows quite simply. The justification for this particular choice of function 
is further motivated by the following property: 
( 4.20) 
That is, 9 can be put under the unsealed normal density. It also turns out that this function is 
quite close to the normal distribution, occupying some 95.2% of it at 0 = 1 to 99.7% of it at 
o = 10 [63]. Another feature for this particular choice of function is that: 
U e-O.5x2 < e9(x) ¢::=:} In(U) - 0.5x2 < g(x) 
This avoids the use of the exponential function in the rejection method and gives a speed im-











function. For the function h(x) particular values of d, e and k now need to be chosen such that 
the density given above will be nearly normal. Ignoring normalising constants, the following can 
be done: Choose e, d and k such that 
for small values of a3 and a4. This is possible by choosing d = 0 - 11k, 
e = 1/vk20 - k. With these f becomes 
f( ) [ 
2 (k - 3)e 3 (k 2 - 6k + 1l)e2 4] 
x = exp -0.5x - x - x 
6 24 
(4.21) 
Evidently, k = 3. Then d = 0 - 1/3 and e = 11 v90 - 3. It is possible to choose k = 4 or even 
k = 8, making computation of (1 + ex)k easy. The algorithm outlined below makes use of the 
choice k = 3. 
Algorithm 4.3. Method due to Marsaglia and Tsang (2000) /63) for generating Gamma variates 
with 0 2:> 1: 
• Setupd=o-~,e=l/V9d 
• Generate v = (1 + ex) where (x "-' N(O, 1)), and repeat this if v :::; 0 
• Set V = v3 and if 10g(U) < 0.5x2 + d - dV + d 10g(V) then return dV 
• Go back to step 2. 
It is possible to improve on the above algorithm by means of finding a promlsmg 'squeeze 
function' which avoids the slightly more computationally expensive logarithms. The direct 
rejection method chooses a uniform point (x, U e-O.5X2 ) under the curve e-o.5x2 and keeps x if 
U e-o.5x2 < eg(x). Applying a 'squeeze' amounts to finding some function s(x) such that 
( 4.22) 
and then accept x if Ue-o.5x2 :::; s(x). One such promising squeeze function is given by 
(4.23) 
In this form s(x) is not that easy to evaluate; however, the exponential parts cancel in the 
rejection method's comparison, and only the (1- 0.0331x4) part is important. The three curves 
s( x), eg(x), e-o.5x2 are very close over regions for which a normal x appears most of the time. It 
is worth noting that s(x) is negative for Ixl > r = 0.0331- 1/ 4 and so the squeeze is wasted in 
that region. For normal x, however, it is not very common to observe a value in that region. 
The squeeze ratio (area of s/ area eg(x)) decreases ever so slightly for increasing 0 for the choice 
of 0.0331 and is about 0.9638 (0 = 1), 0.9199 (for 0 = 10) and 0.91748 (for 0 = 100). The 
tighter squeeze for smaller 0 partly compensates for the lower efficiency there, and this causes 
the final algorithm to have nearly constant average time for all 0 2:> 1. A more formal proof that 
s(x) is a squeeze function is given in [63]. 
1. Setupd=o-~,e=l/V9d 
2. Generate v = (1 + ex) where (x "-' N(O, 1)). Repeat this step if v :::; 0 - this is rare as it 











3. Generate "Cniform U and set V = v3 . 
4. If U < 1 - 0.0331x4 then return dV 
5. If 10g(U) < 0.5x2 + d(l - V + log(V)) then return dV 
6. Go to step 2. 
:\Iarsaglia and Tsang go on to say that for the case where a gamma variate is required with 
0' < 1, the following relation may be used: (a = (HaUl/a, where U rv "Cniform[O,l]. 
The literature on gamma random variate generation is reasonably extensive [25. 36, 40] and a 
few more algorithms have been included: 
Simulation algorithms with 0' ~ 1 
Algorithm 4.4. Best's generator [13) of gamma variables when a ~ 1 
• Set b = 0' - 1, c = 30' - 4 
• REPEAT 
- Generate i.i.d uniform [0,1] random variables U, V 
- Set 1V = U(l - U), Y = ~ (U - ~), X = b + Y 
- If X < 0 go to REPEAT 
- Set Z = 641V3V3 = (41VV)3 
• C,\TIL 10g(Z) :::; 2(blog (-:}) - Y) 
• RET"CR:\ X 
The following algorithm is a ratio of uniforms method due to Cheng and Feast [24]. The algo-
rithm is slightly modified from its original form and appears as algorithm GK\I1 in Glasserman. 
Algorithm 4.5. Method for sampling from gamma distribution for (0' > 1). 
• Set a = 0' - 1, b = (0' - 6~) / a 
• m =~. d = m+ 2 a' 
• REPEAT 
- generate Ul , U2 rv Unif[O,l] 
u - V = bu~ 
- if mUl - d + V + (~) :::; 0, THE~ accept 
- elseif m log Ul - log V + V-I:::; 0, THE:.J accept 
• "c:\TIL ACCEPT 











Simulation algorithms with 0' ::::: 1 
Algorithm 4.6. Johnk's generator (52) of gamma variables when 0' ::::: 1: 
• REPEAT 
- Generate i.i.d uniform [0,1] random variables "c, V 
- Set X = U I / a , y = vl/(I-a) 
• C~TIL X + y ::::: 1 
• Generate an exponential random variable, E 
• RETCR~ X:t 
The next algorithm is due to Ahrens and Dieter [4]. 
Algorithm 4.7. Ahrens-Dieter method for generating gamma variables with 0' ::::: 1. 
• Set e = exp(l) = 2.71 ... Set b = a!e. 
• REPEAT 
- generate UI , U2 '"" Unif[O,l], set Y = bUI 
- IF Y ::::: 1 then Z = yl/a. Then, IF U2 < exp( -Z) =} ACCEPT 
- OTHERWISE set Z = -In((b - Y)/O'). Then, IF U2 ::::: za-I =} ACCEPT 
- (Or, equivalently to above [36]: Generate WI '"" Cnif[O,l]. Set W = WII/(a-I). Then, 
IF W 2 Z =} ACCEPT) 
• C~TIL accept 
• RETCR~ Z 
The Ahrens-Dieter method can be modified as per the algorithm below [39] which has been 
included for the sake of completenes, even though it is not very different to the original algorithm. 
Algorithm 4.8. Variation of Ahrens-Dieter method 
• Set t = 0.07 + 0.75~ and b = 0' + e-tta 
• Generate UI and U2 independently from Cnif[O,l], and set v = bUI 
• IF v ::::: 1 then 
- set x = tv l / a 
- if U2 ::::: ~~~ then return x 
- otherwise, if U2 ::::: e- x then return x 
• OTHERWISE 
- set x = log (t(b~V)) and y = y 
- if U2 (0' + y(l - 0')) ::::: 1 then return x 











4.4.4 Sampling from the beta distribution 
Proposition 4.1. If X rv Gamma(a, (3) and Y rv Gamma(b, 13), then the ratio 
Proof. First, recall that 
X 
-- rv B(a.b) 
X+Y . 
r(a+f3) 
B(a, (3) = r(a)r(f3) 
( 4.24) 
(4.25) 
Since X, Yare independent, their joint pdf is simply given by the product of their densities 
(4.26) 
:'\ow, define U = X/(X + Y) and V = X + Y. The inverse transformations are then x = uv and 
y = v(l - u). The Jacobian of this transformation is IJI = v. :'\ow one simply needs to make 




The first term is the density function (up to a normalising constant) for a Beta distribution with 
parameters (a, b), while the second term is the density function for a gamma distribution (also 
up to a normalising constant) with parameters (a + b, (3) (which makes sense since the gamma 
distribution is closed under convolution, thus we expect X + Y = V to have gamma distribution). 
The fact that the joint function has been factorised into two marginal distributions indicates 
the independence of U and V. Thus the result is proved. 0 
This provides a relatively simple method for generating beta random variables for arbitrary 
parameters a and b. There is, however, a crucial dependence on the quality of the underlying 
gamma random variables. Inaccurate gamma random variates will lead to inaccurate (and hence 
unreliable) beta random variables. In most cases, for the purposes of this dissertation, when 
beta random variables are required, their parameters are identical (a = b) so they are sampled 
from a symmetric beta distribution. A highly accurate (double precision) means for inverting a 
symmetric beta distribution exists and is outlined below. 
Inverting the symmetric beta distribution 
L'Ecuyer and Simard [56] describe a method for inverting the cumulative distribution function 
of a symmetric Beta distribution in [56]. The method makes use of different series expansions 
for the CDF at different locations of x E [0, 1] aimed at optimising convergence. This approach 
combined with :'\ewton's method to solve the equation F(x) - u = 0, yields a value of x E [0,1] 
which follows a Beta distribution. The symmetric Beta distribution has a probability density 
function: 
[x(l - x)]a-l 
f(x) = B(a, a) ('Ix E [0,1]) (4.30) 
For purposes of sampling, first note that the symmetric Beta distribution satisfies the following 











this region, two different series representations of the Beta distribution are used, one for x :::: 0 
and another for x :::: 0.5. The series representation also depends on the magnitude of 0:. The 
cumulative distribution function has integral representation: 
1 r 
F(x) = B(o:, 0:) Jo (t(l - t))o:-ldt (4.31) 
\Vhen 0 < 0: ~ 1, (1- t)o:-l is replaced by its binomial series expansion, which is then integrated 
term by term. One obtains that, [56]. 
I x (1 ) j+o: F(x) = L - 0: j _x_ 
B(o:,o:) . j! j + 0: 
)=0 
( 4.32) 
where the (b)j term is Pochammer's symbol. This is defined as f(b + j)/f(b) when b is not 0 
or a negative integer. The above series has radius of convergence 1 and converges rapidly near 
x = 0, explaining its use over that region. When x = 0.5, each term is approximately half as big 
as the preceeding term, motivating the use of a different series in this region: Let y = 0.5 - x. 
Then 
(1/4 _ y2)0:-1 
j(0.5 - x) = g(y) = B(o:, 0:) 
and, for H(y) = 0.5 - F(0.5 - x) one obtains: 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
This series has radius of convergence 0.5, converging rapidly for y :::: 0 (i.e when x is close to 0.5). 
Thus, to compute F(x) for a given value of x, use series (4.32) for 0 ~ x ~ Xm and series (4.34) 
when Xm ~ x ~ 0.5. These series are combined with .:\ewton's method to obtain an accurate 
value for the Beta inverse function. It is shown by L'Ecuyer and Simard (2006) that one can 
use, for series (4.32), an initial estimate for ~ewton's method of 
Xo = (uo:B(o:, 0:))1/0: (4.35) 
Then, use the well known formula for subsequent iterates to obtain the following relation for 
iterating: 
(
F(Xn ) - u) 
xn+1 = xn - f(x
n
) ( 4.36) 
( 
oc (1 _ o:)xj+O: ) 
= Xn - L ,,(,)) - uB(o:, o:) . [x(l- x)]l-O: 
j=O J. J + 0: 
( 4.37) 
Similarly, for series (4.34), the initial estimate is: 
w 
Yo = --...,...------:----;:---:-
1 + 4(1 - 0:)w2/3 ( 4.38) 
where, 
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generation. Once a XI = V random variable has been obtained, the resulting equation for Y 
has two roots (since it is quadratic in Y) 
(4.43) 
( 4.44) 
:\Iichael, Schucany and Haas [68] show that the smaller root Yl should be chosen with probability 
5/(5+,yd and the larger root Y2 with the complementary probability. "Cnder the alternate (f-L, A) 
parameterisation, the above roots can be shown to correspond to: 
f-L2V f-L 
Yl = f-L + --v:- - 2A J 4Af-L V + f-L2V2 ( 4.45) 
( 4.46) 
The probability of accepting Yl becomes f-L/(f-L + Yl). The algorithm below can be found in 
Glasserman [40] and is consistent with the version in [25]. It was originally published in [68]. 
Algorithm 4.9. Generating inverse Gaussian variables: (68) 
• Generate a normal random variable, N 
• Set V =}I[2 
2 V ,----:--=-=----==-= 
• Set Y1 = f-L + /12)" - f).. J4f-LAV + f-L2V2 
• Generate uniform [0,1] random variable, U 
• IF U ::; Yl~/1 RET"CR)J Y1 , ELSE RETUR~ V: (= Y2 ) 
Once an increment from the inverse Gaussian distribution has been obtained, it becomes possible 
to simulate an increment from the normal inverse Gaussian process since the process is defined 
to have normal increments subject to an inverse Gaussian time change. 
4.4.6 Simulating a stable process trajectories 
The standard simulation algorithm is due to Chambers, '\lallows and Stuck [23]. The algorithm 
has particularly simple form for the symmetric case (3 = 0: if Y1 , Y2 are independent random 
variables with Y1 being standard exponential and Y2 is uniformly distributed on [-f, f], then 
X = sin(aY2) (COS((l- Q)Y2) (l-a)/a 
(cos Y2)l/a Y1 
(4.4 7) 
has a Sa (1, 0, 0) distribution. Note, in the case that a = 2 C:\ormal distribution), the form of 
X above reduces to: 
(4.48) 
which is the Box-:\luller algorithm for the generation of Gaussian random variates. It is possible 
to extend this result to general asymmetric stable distributions by means of the following result 
[7,23]: 
IfY1 and Y2 are both i.i.d Sa(l,O,O) variables, then 
Y = f-L + a (1 ~ (3) ~ Y1 _ a (1; ,3) ~ Y2 ( 4.49) 












Simulating Levy process paths 
Lse of the techniques outlined in Chapter 4 are heavily relied upon for the simulation of Levy 
process paths. A result, which is important for the simulation aspect of Levy processes, is the 
Levy -Ito decomposition theorem, because it states that any Levy process can be written as a 
Brownian motion (with drift), an a.s finite sum of 'large' jumps and a possibly problematic sum 
of 'smaller' jumps which requires compensation in order that the sum remains finite. Simulating 
a Brownian motion is a straightforward matter, so provided that it is possible to calculate the 
two jump terms, it is possible to simulate the sample path of a Levy process. 
One property of Levy processes which makes their simulation more interesting, is the presence 
of jumps in their price paths - these need to be accounted for somehow. In simulating jump-
diffusion processes, the easiest way to incorporate the jumps is to firstly simulate the times when 
the jumps occur. Once one has the jump times and the jump size distribution, the cumulative 
size of the jump component for each jump time can be determined, and then this is simply 
added to the diffusion component. Simulating infinite-activity processes is a little bit more 
tricky, because the jumps happen far too often and are thus more difficult to keep track of. 
Fortunately, by simulating increments of the process directly from the distribution, it is possible 
to determine the value of the process on a fixed time grid. \Vhat happens in between time points 
is of less concern unless information is required in between two time points. In this case a finer 
grid should be used. 
5.1 Compound Poisson Processes 
Below, two algorithms are listed, which simulate sample paths of a compound Poisson process 
[25]. The second algorithm is an improvement on the first one from an implementation point of 
view. First the required number of jumps is determined by simulating from a Poisson distribution 
with a pre-specified intensity. Conditional on this number, IV, the jump times are uniformly 
distributed, and are thus easy to simulate. The advantage here is that vector sizes can be 
assigned prior to simulation - when the program is being 'set-up'. It is worth mentioning 
though, that certain programming languages are more flexible than others when it comes to 
redimensionalising arrays, and so for instance in l\latlab, this may not be much of an issue. 
Algorithm 5.1. Simulation of Compound Poisson Process (Algorithm 1) 
• Initialise k = 0 
• REPEAT WHILE 2::7=1 Ti < T 











• Simulate Y, from distrib,,/i01' /1 = viA 



















FIGURE 5.L Sample path of eompound Poio.'IOn ~roce,,' (nu G~"",i.ll cump<Jllenl),), _ 20, jill!lP eli'Lri-
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3.2 Simulation of .lump-Diffusions on a fixed time grid 
This a1gOl'ithm formalises tbe discussion presented in the introduction section of this cbap,cl' 
"",\ "' t"ken from [25:: 
Algorithm 5.3. Simulalirm rJ!(Xj, 
• Simulate n iDrlepeu(lent cent~l'ed Gaussian random variabl", C, with val'ianCC'S Var(C;) = 
-". -(Ii - ti_l) il' . whele t" _ O. 
rhc di""r~tizod traj('do,.,,- is ~;,"cn by, 
, 
x (I,) = 1>1; -t- L G. + L lll',<,,)}~ (5. 2) 
1;-1 , _ , 
<O~---
w , 
" , .-:.~. .. ..--.. 
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FrGCIlE &.2: Sampk path of jllmp-rliff\l-,ion ])foc"",, (CPP _ stanrio.ro (~ '\l"ian compo"""') ~ - Z() 
j\lmp cti,tribution ~ S(3 . Lti') 
5.3 Exact silllula1.ioll of iucrements awl Brownian subordination 
The algoTithm' pTC'SCm('d below ain1 to ,;n1ulalc actual increment" from ,he Lc". proc"" itself. 
In moving away from jump-diffusions this approach becomes useful t>ecallSe it dOC'S not d~pcn<l 
on knowing exactly when the process jumps. A familiar result is stated below which is used 










5.4.1 Sequential sampling 
Sequential sampling is a sampling methodology whereby the calculation of the next value in 
the sequence is based on the previous value obtained. The process is assumed to start at zero 
whereafter the next increment is simulated. The algorithm thus constructs sample paths in a 
forward looking manner; it does not assume that anything about the process is known beyond 
the current time ti. The two processes G t (the gamma process) and X t (the Brownian motion) 
are assumed to be independent. The value at time ti is used to calculate the value at time ti+l 
as outlined below: 
Algorithm 5.7 (VGSS). Simulation of a Variance- Gamma process on a fixed time grid: {25} 
Simulation of (Xl,'" ,Xn) for fixed times, tl,"" tn, a discretized trajectory of the Variance-
Gamma process with parameters a, e, K . 
• Simulate, using Algorithms 4.6 and 4.4, n independent Gamma variables: 
AS AS' h t tl t2-h tn -tn-l d' t 1 
L.lo 1, ... , L.lo n WIt mean parame ers K' -",-, ... , '" an vanance parame er = . 
Set 6Si = K6Si (Vi) . 
• Simulate n i.i.d i\(O,l) random variables N l , ... ,Nn and set 6Xi = aNiV 6Si + e6Si 
then, 
X(ti ) = :L 6Xk 
k=l 
5.4.2 Brownian-Gamma Bridge Sampling 
In contrast to sequential sampling, bridge sampling concentrates more on the so called 'macro-
effects' (which, in a nutshell, is sampling over longer time intervals). The method assumes that 
the starting value of the process is zero, and uses the distributional properties of the process at 
time T to simulate a value for the process at time T. This is possible because the closed form 
conditional distributions are available. Subsequent generation of time points is done in a specific 
order, as follows: T, T/2, T/4, 3T/4, T/8, 3T/8, 5T/8, 7T/8 and so on. For bridge sampling, 
the following result is crucial because it gives the distribution of the process conditional on the 
end points: 
Proposition 5.1. Let G t be a gamma process on the interval [O,T], where G t cv 9 (t~2, ~). 
Suppose there are times tl and t2 such that ° < tl < T < t2 < T for which the process is known 
(i.e Gtl = '11 and G t2 = '12). Then the distribution of GT conditional on Gil = '11 and G t2 = '12 
is equal in distribution to: 
Proof. Since (Gt k,,:o has independent increments, 
GT - Gtl cv 9 CT -~1)/12, ~) 












are independent gamma variates. Thus the ratio (Proposition 4.1): 
GT - Gtl = GT - Gtl = y 
GT - Gtl + Gt2 - GT Gt2 - Gtl 
(5.6) 
follows a Beta distribution with parameters (T - tdJ12jv and (t2 - T)J12/ v . As our interest lies 
with the conditional distribution, GT , Gtl and Gt2 are but mere constants, and thus rewriting 
the above for GT gives the result, i.e: 
o 
In particular, if T is the midpoint between t1 and t2, then the beta distribution in question is 
symmetric and efficient methods exist for inverting the symmetric beta distribution [56]. 
For this sampling technique, again, Gt and X t are assumed to be independent. This implies that 
conditional on any collection of increments of the gamma process, the collection of increments 
of the Brownian motion will be independent normals. All this means, quite simply, is that 
increments from G can be sampled followed by increments of B(G(t)) by means of Brownian 
bridge sampling (conditional on the corresponding G increments). Either, one can sample all 
the increments of G followed by all the increments of B, or one can sample them in alternance. 
The latter method is used below: 
Algorithm 5.8 (BGBS). Simulation of a variance-gamma process:X(t) 
for a 2k equal-length partition of /0, T} 
• Set G(O) = 0 and X(O) = 0 
2T 2 
• Generate G(T) '" Q( 7, ~) and X(T) '" N(BG(T), a G(T)) 
• For l = 1 to k 
- For m = 1 to 21- 1 
* i = 2m - 1 
G Y B( /12T /12T) * enerate '" --vi" --vi' 
* G (i~) = G ((i -1)~) + [G ((i + 1)~) - G ((i -1)~)] Y 
* b=G((i+l)~)-G(i~) 
* Generate Z '" N(O, ba2 y) 
* X (i~) = y. X ((i + 1)~) + (1 - Y) . X ((i - 1)~) + Z 
- Xext m 
• Xext l 
5.4.3 Double-Gamma Bridge Sampling 
B(G(t;J1,v),B,a) 
This particular algorithm exploits the alternate representation of a variance-gamma process as 













where (courtesy of relations in (3.51)): 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Algorithm 5.9 (DGBS). Simulation of a variance-gamma process X(t) = B(G(t; IL, v), e, a) 
for a 2k equal-length partition of /0, T} 
• Set rp(O) = 0 and rn(O) = 0 
/12T 2 T 
• Generate rp(T) '"V g(-P-, /1P) and rn(T) '"V g(~, /1 n ) 
lip lip lin lin 
• For 1= 1 to k 
For m = 1 to 21- 1 
* i = 2m - 1 
/12T /1 2T * Generate Yp '"V l3( ~2 '~2 ) 
Vp Vp 
* rp (i ~) = rp (( i-I) ~) + [rp (( i + 1) ~) - rp (( i-I) ~ )] Yp 
(
/12T /12T) * Generate Yn '"V l3 ~2 ' ~2 
lin lin 
* rn (i~) = rn ((i - 1)~) + [,n ((i + 1)~) -,n ((i - 1)~)] Yn 
* X (i~) = rp (i~) -,n (i~) 
- ~ext m 
• ~ext l 
5.5 Simulation algorithm for NIG sample paths 
The process described below is almost identical to Algorithm 5.4. L except the subordinator 
increments are sampled from the inverse Gaussian distribution and not the gamma distribution. 
The algorithm is as follows: 
Algorithm 5.10. Simulation of NIG Process (Normal Inverse Gaussian) on a fixed time grid:[25} 
Simulation of (Xl"'" Xn) for fixed times, tl,'" ,tn, a discretized trajectory of a NIG process 
with parameters a, e, "" 
• Simulate, using 4.9 n independent Inverse Gaussian variables, ~Sl,.'" ~Sn with param-
eters .Ai = (ti-t~_d2 and ILi = ti - ti-l, where to is taken to be 0 
• Simulate n i.i.d ~(O,l) random variables N l , . .. , N n and set ~Xi = aN;"'; ~Si+e~Si( Vi) 
The (discretized) trajectory is given by (5.3). 
5.6 Approximations of Levy processes as Compound Poisson 
Processes 
One useful consequence of the Levy -Ito decomposition theorem (Theorem 2.2), is that any Levy 
process can be written as the sum of a continuous Gaussian component, a compound Poisson 











small. In particular, if X t is a Levy process with characteristic triplet (0, v,,) then it has 
representation: 
where 
X t = ,t + L ~XslI{ILlxsl:::l} + Nr 
s:'St 




It turns out that the residual process - defined by Ri = lim810 Nl - Nt is a Levy process [25] -
,vith characteristic triplet (0, 1IIxl:'Sc:v(dx), 0) and JE[Ri] = O. In the case where this approximation 
is applied to finite variation Levy processes, small jumps are not problematic enough and do not 
need to be compensated for; they can simply be replaced by their expectation. These processes 
can now be simulated by means of a compound Poisson simulation algorithm. The quality of 
this approximation depends on how (}2(E) -+ 0 as E -+ O. This is because the error process is 
an infinite activity process with bounded jumps, and therefore has finite variance [25]. Define 
(}2 (E) as follows: 
(}2(E) = Var[Rf] = tf x2v(x)dx 
Ixl:'Sc: 
(5.12) 
The compound Poisson approximation is thus a good approximation provided that there are 
not too many small jumps, or equivalently, if the jumps are reasonably well behaved in a neigh-
bourhood of zero. Said another way, it means that the growth of the Levy measure should not 
be too fast in this region. 
An alternative approach is to make use of a (possibly infinite) number of independent Poisson 
processes added together, to approximate a Levy process as laid out in Schoutens (2003) [76]. 
The methodology is as follows: Suppose (Xt ) is a ((}2,v(dx),,) Levy process. The first step is 
deciding how many Poisson processes to use in the approximation. The Levy measure is then 
discretised (divided into regions or 'bins') governed by this number, For instance, deciding to 
use d = 2k Poisson processes means that there can be an equal number of positive and negative 
approximating processes, each representing different jump size intensities corresponding to a 
specific interval. The discretisation is achieved through a partition, for some E E lR, of lR\[-E, E]. 
This shall be referred to as {ao,al, ... ,ak = -E, f = ak+I, ... ,ad+d. It is not a necessary 
requirement that the number of positive and negative intervals are the same, but this is often 
simplest to implement. Due to the nature of most Levy measures, which have a singularity at 
the origin (if the process is infinite activity) it is often best to avoid using 'quick and dirty' 
techniques to select the partition values. A few approaches are suggested and discussed below: 
• Equally spaced intervals: Here, the lengths of the partition intervals, lai - ai-II, are 
kept constant. This is easy to set up, but the nature of the Levy measure typically results 
in an 'explosion' in the region of 0, which is problematic . 
• Equally weighted intervals: Another approach is to keep the Levy measure of each 
partition interval, v([ai-I, ai)), constant. The partition values are calculated so that the up 
jump and down jump intensities is the same throughout. One problem with this method 
is that the outer most partition values can become very large. Also, the calculation of 
partition values in this case is computationally intensive because one has to integrate the 
Levy measure, while varying the boundaries until the integral value converges to the chosen 










• Intervals with inverse linear boundaries: Here, for 1 ::; i ::; k + 1,0; > 0, set: 
·-1 ai-l = -O;I 
·-1 a2k+2-i =O;I 
(5.13a) 
(5.13b) 
An advantage of using this interval construction is that there is no explosion to infinity 
in the region of zero, and there is even a tapering off the intensities. This was the chosen 
method for the purposes of this dissertation. 
\Vith the choice of interval pinned down, on each interval [ai-I, ai), define an independent Pois-
son process (to those associated with other intervals), N(i) = {Nt(i) , t ~ o}. The parameters 
of each Poisson process used in the approximation of (Xtk::o, denoted by Ai and Ci respec-
tively, represent the intensity and jump size of the corresponding Poisson process used in the 
approximating process, (Xf)t>o. Then [76], 
d 
xt = It + aWt + L c;(N?) - AitIT{lcil<I}) (5.14) 
i=1 
The parameter Ai is chosen to be equal to the Levy measure on the corresponding interval, while 
Ci is chosen such that the variance of the approximating process matches the variance of the 
Levy process 
Ai = { 
v([ai-l, ai)) for 1 ::; i ::; k 
(5.15) 
v([ai, ai+d) for k + 1 ::; i ::; d 
qAi ~ { r; x 2v(dx) for 1 ::; i ::; k (5.16) az-l 
Ja~;-l x 2v(dx) for k + 1 ::; i ::; d 
The integrals of the Levy measure were calculated using an integration technique known as 
Romberg integration. This quadrature technique is similar to the trapezium rule, but it is an 
inductive procedure that is straightforward to code up efficiently. Sample ~latlab code was 
available from the ~lathworks website [54]. 
Finally, the small jumps need to be considered and dealt with. \Vhen there sufficiently many 
small jumps, to the extent that they are problematic, then they need to be replaced with a 
Brownian motion. This correction ends up being more efficient than the compound Poisson 
approximation [25]. A theorem by Asmussen and Rosinski (2002) provides a condition which 
validates the use of a Brownian motion approximation. The theorem states that a(E)-1 RE: --; W 
in distribution as E --; 0 iff for all k > 0 we have that as E --; 0, 
a(ka(E) 1\ E) ---'-...:..,...:.,-------'- --; 1 
a(E) 
(5.17) 
This condition is implied by a(E)/E --; 00 as E --; 0 - often easier to check [25, 76]. The following 
examples give examples of processes which may make use of a Brownian motion approximation, 
and can all be found in Schoutens (2003) [76]: 
Example 5.1 (~IG). 
(5.18) 











Example 5.2 (~Ieixner). 
(5.19) 
Condition is satisfied. 
Example 5.3 (CG~IY). 
(5.20) 
Example 5.4 (Gamma). 
(5.21) 
Example 5.5 (VG). Since this process is the difference of two gamma processes, and these pro-
cesses do not permit small jumps to be approximated by a Brownian motion, this approximation 
is not valid for a variance-gamma process either. 
5.7 Modelling in higher dimensions - dependence and copulas 
An advantage of and reason for the ubiquity of multivariate Gaussian models in the literature 
is because extension into a multivariate setting is simple. An n dimensional multivariate nor-
mal distribution can be specified through two things: n normal marginal distributions (this is 
important) and ~ (n ~ 1) correlations - one between each pair of margins. This is enough to 
completely classify the dependence structure between all the variables. One problem with this 
approach is that it has limited flexibility. It does allow you to directly specify the correlation 
between any two of the variables, but the overall structure of this dependence is limiting. 
It may be argued, in the context of Levy processes, that extension of the subordinator based 
models, should be simple: simply time change a multivariate Brownian motion with a univariate 
subordinator. In doing this however, one is limited to a narrow range of dependence structures 
which excludes total independence and restrict all marginal components to be of the same type. 
Suppose that a two-dimensional Brownian motion is used to model two correlated stock price 
processes: 
sl = exp(Xl), 
St2 = exp(Xl), 
The correlation of returns is given [25] as 
xl = B 1(Zt) + /11 Zt 
x? = B 2(Zt) + /12Zt 
Xl X2 = G"1G"2QlE[Zt] + /11J12 Var[Zt] 
p( t, t) (G"flE[Ztl + /1IVar[Zt])1/2(G"~lE[Ztl + /1~Var[Zt])1/2 ( 5.22) 
Cont & Tankov (2004) argue that even in a symmetric case - when the two Brownian motions 
are independent - that since the processes are being subordinated by the same subordinator, 
there will be a correlation in the absolute values of returns. This is because large jumps in the 
stock prices will tend to arrive together. When /11 = /12 = 0 and (! = 0 the covariance of the 
squares of returns is [25] 
and thus squares of returns are correlated if Zt is not deterministic. 











function satisfying two conditions: It must be a multivariate distribution function, and it must 
have margins which are all uniform. If one can find such a function, then it becomes possible to 
form a multivariate distribution with a specific dependence structure. This dependence structure 
is governed by the choice of copula function. The theorem which states how the copula and 
marginals define a multivariate distribution is Sklar's theorem. Again, no formal definition will 
be given here, but the theorem states that for a joint (n-dimensional) distribution function, with 
n marginals FI , ... , Fn , there exists an n-dimensional copula C such that for all x E lR,n, one has 
(5.23) 
Thus, it is essentially an existence theorem for copulas. It goes on to say that, if the marginal 
functions are all continuous then C is unique. Conversely, given a multivariate distribution, F, 
with marginals FI, ... ,Fn , setting C(UI, ... ,Un ) = F(FI-I(UI), ... ,F;I(un )) shows that every 
multivariate distribution admits the representation in (5.23) [25, 40]. 
Suppose, in a na'ieve setting, there was a way to impose a multivariate Gaussian type of structure 
to non Gaussian marginal distributions. Investigating this would be worthwhile as it would help 
to create modelling flexibility. For example, suppose one wanted to simulate dependent random 
variables with arbitrary marginal distributions, from variables following a standard bivariate 
normal distribution. The following could be done: 
1. Simulate two vectors (Zl and Z2) of length n from a standard bivariate normal distribution 
with correlation coefficient p. 
2. Apply the normal CDF function to each element of these 2 vectors, so as to obtain two 
vectors of uniformly distributed random variables. UI = <I>(ZI) and U2 = <I>(Z2), where <I> 
denotes the normal CDF. 
3. Apply inverse CDF operations to each of the 2 vectors to transform them to the desired 
marginal distributions. Xl = GII(UJ) and X 2 = G;-I(U2 ) 
It must be pointed out that the correlation coefficient between X I and X 2 will no longer be 
p since Pearsons correlation (the standard) is not invariant under even a strictly increasing 
transformation. This is why it is often better to use an alternate measure of correlation such as 
Spearmans rank correlation or Kendal's tau coefficient since these are constructed in a way which 
makes them invariant under strictly increasing transformations. One could thus, for example, 
pick GIl to be the inverse function of a gamma distribution with parameters 3 and 2 and G;-l 
to be the inverse function of a students-t distribution with parameter 5. This is the essence of 
modelling with copulas. 
There are many different copulas which can be read about and used, but problems arise when 
one tries to incorporate these for use with Levy processes. This is illustrated by the following 
example: Consider a pure jump Levy process given by (Xt ) and suppose that from the jumps 
of (Xt ) another Levy process is formed: (yt) = Ls<t(~Xs)3. It seems plausible to claim that 
(Xt ) and (yt) are fully dependent, since the trajectory of one of them can be constructed from 
the trajectory of the other. However, the copula joining (Xt ) and (yt) is not one of complete 
dependence since (yt) is not a deterministic function of (Xt ). A definition of when two Levy 
processes are independent is required: 
Definition 5.1 (Independent Levy processes). Let (Xt , yt) be a Levy pmcess with Levy measure 
v and no Gaussian component. The components of this Levy pmcess are independent iff the 
support of v is contained in the set {(x, y) : xy = o}. This happens iff the two pmcesses never 
jump together, in which case: 











where, Ax = {x : (x,O) E A}, Ay = {y : (0, y) E A}, and Vx and Vy are Levy measures of (Xt ) 
and (yt) respectively. 
If the two Levy processes never jump together and this has implications for their Levy measures, 
then these Levy measures must playa defining role in constructing an equivalent notion to that 
of a copula for Levy processes. These are known as Levy copulas. This dissertation will not 
consider the issue of modelling dependence of Levy processes. The Levy copula will be defined, 
but the reader will be referred to sources such as Cont & Tankov [25] and Tankov [79]. Further 
research extending the ideas implemented in this dissertation could be undertaken in this area. 
Definition 5.2 (Levy copula). A function F : JRd t--+ lR is called a Levy copula if [25] 
1. F(U1, ... , Ud) #- ::xJ for (U1,"" Ud) #- (x, ... , x) 
2. F(U1, ... , Ud) = 0 if Ui = 0 for at least one i E {1. ... , d} 
3. F is d-increasing 
4. F{i}(u) = U for any i E {I, ... , d}, U E lR 
where for any I E {I, ... , d}, F{ i} (u) is the I - margin of F. This is a function from JRI t--+ lR 
defined by 
(5.25) 
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choice, Thel'e. ill m~lly c~""'. may be refillemellt, that would reduce the comp\ll~tioHaI time 
,iK"i~cantj,. bu( th~", h~,'e rout b ... 1l c()j,"id~T"'!. The "imuJatiOIl' we,'~ ru" "" "" lrdd P""l.ium 
• ,3· 
c 
l:! 1 2· , 
~ 1 1 ' 
1,~ . 




F1Gcl\E 6,2 , Fif')l"" shoo-ing the tim~ t.k.., (k:ft) an<I n"mhcr of excess if.cTotions (nc.:..,<, iiU ,CIOO _ right) 
[,.' the ,,,,,'io.,;; ,omplin~ technique; ""hen d'e sh~pc pa.->wneter is Ie&, thon 1 
Ai processor, with a clock ,peed of 1.50 GHz and ~12MI:l of RAIII, in either a .\ latlab, (' or an 
Excd ~nvil'or"ner", A di""""io" of (.h~ imI'JelJl~llt"(.i",, "f "Ililorm "',,! "",mall''''''!''''' "umb~r 
l',~nen\tion u,...,! in th~ simulati"n" of Levy ])j'O('",,,,,; f"no""" 
The standard RAND fllllction in lIIadaL u...d for simulatiolls was ,he Mers"",,,, Twister In',]. 
The cOlJl]Jllta (iOIl,,1 lime ,-,,](ell lo g~Il~""'-~ ,,0:100 Iawl"m ,'~ri~bl", ill :lbtlab wa' "ol ~w" 
""mputatiou"lh- ,isuifi"aHt (tlli< T'el',i"WTe<! .. , (J.()XI ,e<'Omb) and l',iven tI,e PT"p~T~i", of t hi, 
l'awl"m nmIL1",!' !\en~Tation al~,)l'ithm. it wa, u""d "" a platfonu for all uniform r"eudo-nl".-!om 
numkr g~neration, l\ormal random \"riabl~, wcr~ genermed using lIIatlaL's RAKDK function. 
This is a built in funC'<iou with rW given refereuC€S in the function ', doc"me"t~ti"n, It is ~lso 
"hl~ l" s~"e"ale 5i)XIO v~Ti~bl"" in n" time at alL On top "f this it i, ac,'l)1ate iu tllat th~ ~TS\ 
[<>1]1' "entTal mom...,t, agn:", with the the""~tical quantiti~s and the hi,tDgTam i, a fai Tly !\ood 
"epT~scntation of (he normal d~llSity irlllction (Figllre 6.1). It w"" a.5 accurate as Peter Acklam' s 
normal im'erse fou,ctiou ~s well as the Pol~l'-~I;tJ'sagli~ method (" .. , Section 4,4.1). When tes,-e,! 
form~ll)' llsing the KoIll~)gOl'ov-Smirww test fol' nOl'lliJi,y ill :I!at),.b, ~wu al ~ O. I % "iguific~uc~ 
l~\'el, lh~ uull hy]><.II"·,,i, that the data a"~ norm"l]" di"tribute.-! 1.l sin!\ ~it11e!' methoo was not 
,'eje<'te<! 
0.1 Simulating gammu vuriutes 
A simple study of 'he geuerati(m time taJ<.,,, (0 ob,-ai" ',IX( IO g;tJnma "ariale' , le,i"g ~"dL "f th~ 
particular (and rele\'~H1) a1gol'ithms [ur , !ilrer~ul. ;h~]'" p~r~me'~" "r ,h~ l',amma d;"trillll(.i"", 
" •. , c~rtie<l (onl. Siu(~",1 ~Igmilhrr" w..,'~ aC"eptan('~ i T~je<;tion ba,.,d" th~ numhcT' of 100]" 
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FIGURr 6.1, Figure; mo"in! thl' time taken (left) IUld nUIni)€r ,,[ cxc"'" iH'rii,ioru. (ri~t) [or the ,'ariou, 
, ampling tfChniql!(;o; "h,,,-e ihe ,hpe porllTIle"" i, i~)t""'n 1 ,"d 10 
throu~h tiA all cumain twu plut.. Th~ plut Ull th~ ldt i, of th e \iITl~ tahn fur ~a,.h particullt.r 
algorithm. given a value of the shape parameter. while the graph on the right is of the number 
of ex('ess ;tel'lt.tiuns required for thal plt.l'lknl~r ,hape p~tameter. In othe, words. it b ~ gtaph 
uf the nu" ,l ,.,r 01 rde('t~(l TIt.)Hlum numl,.,r" 
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F'GCI\E 0.4, Figure, .hov.;ngr h~ time taken (WI) anti numoc. of exec;, it""otiOll' (righ t) fur the "arious 
"amplin~ '..cchni'llK'S where the ohapc paramet"" i, br~e (~ Ij 
due tu M(J1'-'~!fI1(J e·! '1',\~71!f :531 ,e~n" tu he lh~ he.\' It uffen an "llll(t.;;t con.tam generatiOll 
tim~ a('TO~' all shape paral1let~"' and tlli, i, l~" thall I "Cfond for Goooo draws, Ii alsu offers 
low T~j e<'\ioll rat~,. Ther~ aT~ wry ,mall re~ion ' on the unit interval. where ,he other methods 
offer" 10'!';er rejoction rate. hut it ,hould also he note<! that in the51' regicn, the generator, may 
no< he all that accurate. In fact. for ,haw, paramete," Ie,," th~n Ct = 0,06 the lIilt.rSll.glia & 
T"lillg lIlellmd Wa' foullrilo return illlt.t"'urIH~ ""lut"' (mostly <~ros). whil~ .)OhlL,:k., al~or;thm 










rithms, where small shape parameters were required. To address this, the method of L'Ecuyer 
and Simard (2006) [56] was implemented. For sampling from the gamma distribution with small 
shape parameters, it is recommended that an alternative approximation technique be used. 
The GK~I algorithms did not yield accurate results (Table 6.3). It can be seen from the shape 
of their graph in Figure 6.4 that they are not at all efficient for large Q. The GK~I1 required an 
additional 49247 loops just to generate 50000 random variables, corresponding to an acceptance 
rate of around 50%. Algorithm GKM2 fared slightly better on the acceptance rate side, but 
its moments were still fairly inaccurate, even after 60000 variates were generated. These two 
algorithms were not pursued any further. Best's algorithm has a rejection rate which exhibited 
STATISTIC Expected Ahrens-Dieter Marsaglia & Tsang Johnck 
mean 0.2500 0.2480 0.2518 0.2505 
variance 0.1250 0.1215 0.1285 0.1263 
skewness 2.8284 2.8489 2.9545 2.9400 
kurtosis 12.0000 12.6907 13.7524 14.2227 
time (s) - 1.2030 0.8750 1.1100 
TABLE 6.1: Table showing expected and observed statistics from simulation of 60000 gamma variates 
with shape parameter less than 1 
an exponentiallyl decreasing relationship with an increase in shape parameter. It is better to 
use alternative algorithms for shape parameters in the region of 1 as the acceptance rate here is 
also in the region of 50%. Their use becomes more feasible as Q increases. 
The sample moments of generated variates were also calculated, and these were compared to em-
pirical moments of the gamma distribution for the associated parameters. A gamma distribution 












~Ioments from the simulation of 60000 gamma variates using the different methods have been 
Bests Marsaglia & Tsang 
observed expected observed expected 
mean 16.7009 16.6667 16.6686 16.6667 
variance 65.0364 55.5556 55.3912 55.5556 
skewness 1.0266 0.8944 0.8812 0.8944 
kurtosis 1.8222 1.2000 1.2040 1.2000 
time (s) 2.2970 0.8750 
TABLE 6.2: Table showing expected and observed statistics from simulation of 60000 gamma variates 
with shape parameter greater than 1 
recorded in three different tables. Table 6.1 contains a summary of the statistics with Q = 
0.5,;3 = 2. Table 6.2 has the results for the case where Q = 5,;3 = 0.3. Finally Table 6.3 
contains a summary of the moments for the GKl\I algorithms, where the numbers can be seen to 
be inaccurate. The reason for this could not be established, even after careful inspection of the 












observed expected observed expected 
mean 11.3620 16.6667 12.9531 16.6667 
variance 40.1195 55.5556 35.5514 55.5556 
skewness 0.6545 0.8944 0.5639 0.8944 
kurtosis 0.6147 1.2000 1.1215 1.2000 
time (s) 1.5620 1.656 
TABLE 6.3: Table showing expected and observed statistics from simulation of 60000 gamma variates for 
the GKI\I algorithms 
code. The algorithm of choice was thus the method due to Marsaglia €3 Tsang [63] which, as 
subsequently discovered (and mentioned in Chapter 4) is the method implemented in l\Iatlab. 
6.2 Simulation of inverse Gaussian random variables 
Observed Expected Observed Expected Observed Expected 
(/1,>') (0.2, 16) (7, 10) (0.3,0.6) 
mean 0.2002 0.2000 7.0221 7.0000 0.3006 0.3000 
variance 0.0005 0.0005 34.4638 34.3000 0.0460 0.0450 
skewness 0.3439 0.3354 2.4800 2.5100 2.1475 2.1213 
kurtosis 0.1679 0.1875 9.9404 10.5000 7.5065 7.5000 
time 0.4530 0.4680 0.4530 
TABLE 6.4: Summary of results for generation of 60000 IG random variables using the method of Michael, 
Schucany and Haas (1976) for various combinations of /1 and A 
A similar process was undertaken for simulation of inverse Gaussian random variables. Only one 
algorithm was available which turned out to be accurate and fast. The results are summarised 
in Table 6.4. 
6.3 Simulating beta random variables 
Two methods for sampling from the beta distribution were outlined in Chapter 4. One uses 
a ratio of two gamma variables and thus depends on the quality of the gamma variables used. 
The other method is an accurate inverse transform method using series representations for the 
cumulative symmetric beta distribution function. Using a ratio of gammas method (Proposition 
4.1) in :\Iatlab, it took 6 seconds to generate 50000 beta (3,3) variables. Csing the BETASYMINV 
function to generate the same number of variables took a third of the time, with similar accu-
racy, illustrating the power of using an efficient inverse transform method over rejection based 
sampling. The shortfall, however, is that this method is only useful for symmetric beta inver-
sion. Sampling from a beta distribution where D' i- ,3 requires the use of an alternative method 
(such as ratio of gammas). An alternative approach is to make use of the BETARND function in 












Seqc entia Samp.inQ 
-02' • 
FtGURF. 6.,~: Graph i111.l<1mting ",rianN'-gamma proc,"""" "ith identic,J p""unete". <imul"tM ,,"'ing 
the thr"" a lgorithm. (~ti()tl ,~ . .j ) 
6.4 SiuJIllatio n of Variance-Gamma sample paths 
\'ariance-g",mna pro""" ,ample palh, Were genH",ed f()l''' varying number of ,inmlal;on" Thi, 
n"ml",l' ranged from c.c;J(J ,ample P'''~' "I' to 10C0l0, E~ch .'~mpl~ pMh cont~in",l 1025 point, 
ill it ( 210 + 1j, Althou!',h one ('ou ld 51K",d up th" mom"nt ('alculatio n 1,,- only sajj]'pl in~ the ter-
DGns M ean Variance Skewn ess Kurtu., is 
5000 -0.01~1 0.1257 -00172 J.2015 
10000 -0.ll4-15 0.1 '!tiS -0.0-152 J.3"-13 
20000 -0.05"5 0.1'!C1j -0,03-1:) 3.2<J1 ~ 
_ 50000 -0.0~17 0.1239 -0.0255 3.2~~9 
100000 -0.01~0 0,1255 -00189 3.319,1 
Expected J 0,0502 0. 1257 -0.0<12.) J..)()-lR 
T,<RT.E 0 5· Samplo moment; at " fix,"" PO;llt on v3rialle-c-gaor"M bam pl. ~x,"l" U,illg doubl. gamma 
bridge 'amplillg 
millal value of the proCh" (at maturity), it was decided ", simulale ,h~ ellt;re p~th. to aM;" in 
comparillg which simulB.tion algorillnn iil quicker ~lJd more efficient fOJ generaling ent;'" eample 
pmhs, Thi' als.o meant IhaL e>:pecl~d momen" ('0111d l", ('ah-"laled at arbiLran- po;nt. on 'he 
,ample pMh. C"kI11",in!', value, "" matur;", differs from the oth,,· calculations on th" ",,"ple 
palh ~nd thb would d,""nnine whi,h "IKOl'ithm W,", f"st"r or , lowc!. The p,,,,,mciers uux! in 
Lhe eim"lll.ti(Jll of Ihe vari"n('e·~arr)jj'" p roc,,,",,, Were ~ ~ - 0.1,,, = O . ~,,, = 0.2, T = 1 
It ie in\e""tinK (bllt m",t lik"h- coincidental: th"" the mcau aud variaJlce seemed to display 
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FIG1.'RE C.O Plot ,h""';n~ hO'", the fl\nJ~n"'ntaJ ,halIO of tho \'a,-;anco-ga""[Ja 1'''=''' changos "'11m K 
;, "ui"d 
a little hit off. bill ,ll four m"'Henls did ten,1 to converge (o,,""rr!, their expect"" ,-alue.' as the 
I]u",!.>"r of ,illmi"tion, W"~ inc","",,1. 
Figure G.D ,how, ,ample paths of the varia.nce-gamma process using the lhr"" difIerem """'piing 
'''''hniques, The 'imulation wa., ""niH! (Jut Ilsin~ 'he ",me par"IllHel':S. From chis ,h~ ,jmij,.,-
p"thwi.e Ilature of the 'al li ple path, C'll be ",..11. On in'p'-'<:t iUIl of Tables fj,~ to G.7 one c"n 
TTlOIT or I"" gauge th"t convergence is of a D1lical ~ron\c Carlo order. with at least 50CD0 simula-
,iom required before decent convergence is attained, This wos true for all ""mplin.,; prorrour"" 
ther~ dOl'" Il(K appe"" to be on" whidl offer.' '''lwrior eOllw')",elle~ It may 1.,.. po,"ibl~ to 
iTTlpro,"" on tlli, through Ole u"" of Qu"~i "Ionte Carlo tech niQU,"" P"th,,~sc construction u,irlg 
,he Sobol' number. wos attempted. but only for the Brownian gamma bridge and sequential 
sampling metho<ls, In doing this. however. the parh" no longer convergKl to the ",nnl",!'" Lhey 
we!'e supposed [() It is not immed,ately ohvioll.'. frmll the theor),. how low di><;rep"lley .'eqllelle"' 
,hould be appli..n in order [.(j achieve this, an,1 if il i., not done corre('i.ly Lh~n aLteTTlptin~ Lh"ir 
lliC i'l logically equi"alent [() a "'ast~ of time 
Fro, ,, Fi~u"e 6.6 Orl~ can see t h ~ elf",,\ of (I""re""ng the ;;; parameter, As mentioned in ,he 
throry of the ' -ariance-gamma process, one i, able to recover the normal <lensity in ,he limit 
;;; --+ () . One can sec the sample path for small I< (biue) displaying greater variatic", and ,maller 











BGBS Mean I Variance Skewness I Kurtosis I 
5000 -0.0504 0.0810 -0.1244 4.2103 
10000 -0.0497 0.0838 -0.2773 4.3473 
20000 -0.0474 0.0811 -0.1658 4.2740 
50000 -0.0504 0.0818 -0.2282 4.1996 
100000 -0.493 0.0809 -0.1857 4.1822 
I Expected II -0.0500 I 0.0810 -0.2100 4.3471 
TABLE 6.6: Sample moments at a fixed point on variance-gamma sample paths using Brownian gamma 
bridge sampling 
I SEQUENTIAL II Mean I Variance I Skewness I Kurtosis I 
5000 0.0504 0.0794 0.2625 4.4074 
10000 0.0537 0.0841 0.4017 5.1160 
20000 0.0505 0.0812 0.3168 5.3728 
50000 0.0498 0.0807 0.3500 4.8506 
100000 0.0491 0.0814 0.3031 4.8473 
Expected II 0.0500 I 0.0815 0.3153 5.1276 
TABLE 6.7: Sample moments at a fixed point on variance-gamma sample paths using sequential sampling 
assessment of whether the process is a Brownian motion or not. 
Table 6.8 has a list of the times taken for a total number of sample paths to be generated ac-
process VARIANCE-GAMMA NORMAL INVERSE GAUSSIAN 
nsims DGBS BGBS SEQUENTIAL SEQUENTIAL 
5000 685 634 120 125 
10000 1359 1269 226 243 
20000 2749 2594 608 488 
50000 7125 6496 1689 1243 
100000 13900 13127 3513 2573 
TABLE 6.8: Times (in seconds) to simulate a given number of sample paths for specific simulation algo-
rithms 
cording to the various algorithms for both the variance-gamma and the normal inverse Gaussian 
processes. The sequential sampling algorithms appear to be the quickest, while for the bridge 
algorithms, the Brownian gamma bridge sampling algorithm is slightly faster than the double 
gamma bridge sampling algorithm. This may be due to the fact that the double gamma algo-
rithm has to draw two gamma variates, which is slower than drawing 1 gamma and 1 normal 
variate in :\Iatlab. Also, the reason for the difference in the expected values of the parameters 
in Table 6.6 is simply because the central moments were calculated at different points along the 
sample paths. 
6.5 Simulation of NIG sample paths 
For the normal inverse Gaussian process, only a sequential sampling algorithm was available. 














Sarrple paths cJ NIG prucess 
~ 
kappa - 0:, 
,~ 
-~-. ' ..... 
'. , , 
in Figure G. i. The effect of vaQing the" parameter can be =n by looking at Figure G. ~ rhis 
controls the fr<'quenc)" of jump' present in the prClCco,. }·ol' large ~ ,h~ sample pa,hs =m to 
telld towanl, " )~e"",,·;'e COll""lLt tUlLCtiOIl with la.rg~ jump' ,,~O _m, to pwdu"" path' 
l'.ith 'HI,JI~f hut mQ<~ frequent jUHlf" , '<oti",. hov..."..,r. tl"lt th~ ,m,JI K; limn proLluc",; sampl~ 
1"'1hs which are not entirely oqui,,,I ~nt to 1 he ,,,ri'U1('e-R"mrr,,, pro""", , In 1 hi, proc~,". alt houp;h 
mo't of 'he jum P' ~'" =all. ~,""l"" now and th"n th~l'~ are jumps which are significantly large, 
Thi, pr<~'''''. "-,,, ---> 0 d,,,,,, IlOt ""em to ('OlLWl'ge low!l.rd, ',' [JrowIli','lL m otion, it' (,~ll J,,, wril i",1 
thffir~tically 
TABLE G,9; Sarnpl' lLoment, at a fuod point {n the ,"mpl. path, of NIG proc="", 
6.6 Implementation of the CPP Levy process approximation 
Th~ simula.lion of variou, I yp'" of pr()("e';'"",s W'" ,,' temp'eLI ,,'ill~ the cOHipollwl POi'WIl approx· 
imalioIl, Thi.' iIlchLLled lh. v"l'i"w'''-~lurlHla pro<"e", "ml the IlontLal iIlV~T'" G"""i~ll prOC",""l 




















FmrRF ~.R' Sample paths of the \ '(; (top) ",n<1 !\IG lbottomj pr"""'-"',' using a Compo<md POi."""1 
approximatIOn 
processes, Kote that the bridge and sequential Mmpling methods were carried om on a much 
liner lime grid. In modelling. ,in(' e t hH time vl1.!bl)le is l'a,hH "rbitra,.!'. it b ~ <j,,"mily which 
will I", "'"led or ('~lihml e<l a('( 'o.-din!', t o th~ I'whlem "1. k ill.rI . ThH mo<ld l' ~mn"' l e, '" 1i.1H rI~l~l­
mined by t h~ <iat " an<llh ~ fTC'inen('y at which il ha" h""n ""mphl 
Wit h implementing the", approXim"lions, the first task im'o!wd calculating graphs of t he Levy 
HLc"snr~_ The>'C wcr~ then di."Tcti;.c<1 a( '('oniing to IhH )),,))]1,.,,- of ('OHLI'Olln<il'o,"'on I'f<M '~,,,,,,,, 
that wer~ specified along with the 'tarti,,~ points (OT houl1dary vall)~') of th ~ hill" Romhcq, 
imegration was then used to determine the parameters for earb bi n so that jump times could be 
,imubwd fo.: ~a.ch Poisson p">C~'" ()nc~ I h~ jump time, on 11. tim~ im~"'"1 Ill, TJ Were (J<J{l1.ine<i, 
1.l", mille of lhH pn)( '~,'" ("~llrl b e evaln" ted for arbilmT}, time' 1",l.w,,"n 0 "nd T ll,ing th~j ump 
,il~ parameters (e, )_ Th~ T",u!tin, ,ample path cou hl th ~n be plott~<l_ All that wa, requiTed 
was thc ~xpr~"i on far the Levy measure. values fOT ,he aswciat~<l paramC'tcr. and some cutoff 
time. T . 
Although thc .imul ation process involved is quit e generic, it i. not 'Iithout it. i;sue;, Fir.tiy. 
there is plenty of room for error if the code i. noc thoroughl," checked and implemented 'lith 
('l1.nti(Jll. Thi, i, h",'" n", '" ~n,. gi"en IXJinl ill l.h~ """"lHion of 'hH I1.lgOJ'i<ilm, ,-hej ~ ~je qnile 
" lol of things 1.0 k,..,p t,"ok of: simnbtion o[ l1.11 'he jllmp ,im~" [OJ' the ,1 Pot",," pj'()(""""', 
chHckin~ ho'l" mxny lim~'" ~11.('h IH'O( '",,"' h~rI jumped ~t ~~('h p"rti( ' ul ~T time point ",,,I ('11.it'l1li1.-
lion of thH.\, xnrl "; p ~Tl1.met{'!" f,x c~('h Poi;",OIl prQCe;S amon!\'t oth~TO ,~I.o_ in the event 
of the '''H of"n "ppro"ima li ng n"ownian mot ion for th e . m all jump', one has to en,me that 
tlle va,'ianc~ u",d fOT \hi_' pToce;, has Ix-cn calculat~d concxdy_ The intric acy and sh("Cr volumc 
of ('alt- nbtiOll' which must be canio:l out for thi. approximation algorithm , I",," th~ al!\orithms 










Another issue ,vith the approximation approach, is that it is more difficult to verify whether 
the generated paths are actually accurate. For instance, by looking at Figure 6.8 it is not clear 
whether the process is simply missing the large jumps or if they have not been captured by 
the use of multiple Poisson processes. It is not at all scientific to claim that two processes are 
similar by looking at their graphs, but there does not appear to be much literature available on 
determining the accuracy of a generated process. Due to the buggy nature of this process, it is 
recommended that it be used with caution as mistakes could creep into the model very easily, 
rendering the results inaccurate. 
The author did not have much success with the implementation of the low-discrepancy sequences 
or Quasi-:"Ionte Carlo techniques, as was alluded to earlier. They were applied to the bridge 
sampling algorithms by using 1 Sobol' number per sample path to obtain the terminal value 
of the process, with the rest of the sample path calculated using psuedo-random numbers. As 
mentioned, this exacerbated the convergence of the process, which is far from the objective of 
quasi-random numbers. Other variance reduction techniques mentioned in the literature may 
also be considered. These include stratified sampling, latin hypercube sampling, control variates 
and antithetic variates. Control variates can be used if one knows the payoff structure of an 
option being priced and are thus not useful to reduce variance in simple sample paths. Anti-
thetic variates make use of the fact that if U1 is uniformly distributed on [0,1]' then so is 1 - Ul. 
Again, these are most easily applied to the subordinated Brownian motion examples and could 
possibly be incorporated into the less straightforward simulation algorithms but this has not 
been considered in this dissertation. 
6.7 Concluding remarks and further research recommendations 
The simulation of Levy processes is quite an involved and tricky science, requiring knowledge 
of a diverse range of simulation techniques and distributional properties. This dissertation has 
looked in detail at the simulation algorithms of the more popular Levy processes: the variance-
gamma process, the normal inverse Gaussian process and jump-diffusion processes. It has also 
attempted to provide a methodology for simulating more general Levy processes although the 
accuracy of this algorithm has not been tested. Since price processes appear to move by jumps, 
it seems natural to select, as a model, something which incorporates jumps as well. This dis-
sertation has aimed to introduce Levy processes at a broader level, to educate and assist in the 
decision making process of which Levy process could be used in a particular scenario. 
Research of the ideas undertaken here could be further investigated in a multivariate (or multi-
dimensional) setting. This would be useful when pricing baskets of options or more exotic 
derivative structures, where interdependence between the price processes would play an impor-
tant role. For this the use of Levy copulas has been advocated, albeit at a very shallow level. 
This choice offers flexibility with regard to modelling dependent Levy processes. Also, this dis-
sertation has laid a groundwork for the simulation of Levy processes. These methods could be 
applied to a calibration and pricing framework, with the hope that the algorithms proposed here 
can be used or discarded with confidence in calibrating and pricing problems. These are issues 
that have not been dealt with at all, but are obviously key in the financial industry. Adopting 
a specific calibration method to obtain a risk-neutral Levy process would lead to prices for op-
tions which are of practical use to the finance industry. In addition to these. the notion of using 
Quasi-:"Ionte Carlo methods or variance reduction in obtaining sample paths could be explored 
as this section was not given much attention. 











them off simply because they are too complex. Although they seem to live in the shadow of 
the Brmmian motion models, they are powerful and have the ability to capture more of the 
empirical properties present in asset returns. One would hope that this would translate into 
more accurate prices, but this is difficult to verify. There does not appear to be much consensus 
on jump models in international markets, but that does not mean that suitable and valuable 
frameworks for the evaluation of option structures cannot be built by using Levy processes which 
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